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INTRODUCTION
The concept of best available techniques (technologies) was introduced in the legislation
of the European Community as early as in 1984. Council Directive 84/360/EEC stipulated
that EU Member States should implement policies for the gradual compliance of existing
industrial installations belonging to the categories listed in its Annex I with Best Available
Techniques. In 1996, Best Available Techniques (BAT) were defined for the first time by
the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive (IPPC). Since 2011, Directive
2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on industrial emissions
(IED) has been the main EU instrument regulating pollutant emissions from industrial
installations.
To provide reference information for regulators to use when determining permit conditions
for IPPC/IED installations, Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques (BREFs)
have been drawn and adopted for all key industrial sectors. In order to draw up, review
and, where necessary, update BREFs, the Commission organises an information
exchange between Member States (MS), the industries concerned, non-governmental
organisations promoting environmental protection and the Commission.
In the former Soviet Union, the concept of low waste (and even no waste) technologies
and techniques was introduced in the 1980s, and the State Committee for Science and
Technology became the key authority promoting low waste technologies in industry and
making sure that processes and techniques implemented at major industrial installations
were economically feasible and applicable under regional conditions (covering availability
of natural resources, climate, etc.). In 2000–2010s, a significant number of national and
international projects had been carried out and recommendations on the legislative
adoption of BAT concept in the Russian Federation had been worked out.

INTRODUCTION

of OECD BAT project ‘Best Available Techniques for Preventing and Controlling Industrial
Pollution. Activity 2: Approaches to Establishing Best Available Techniques (BAT)’. The
report is available via http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/risk-management/bestavailable-techniques.htm.
This publication consists of a comparative analysis of principles and procedures for
drawing up BREF Documents in the European Union and the Russian Federation. This
work has been conducted by Russian BAT Bureau for several years with constant help
from European and Russian colleagues and extensive use of the materials of numerous
researchers, organisations and international projects.
A huge contribution to the publication was made by the staff of the European Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control Bureau and personally by its Head, Mr. Serge Roudier.
The first edition of the book was presented to the participants of the international
conference ‘Environmental Aspects of Industrial Development’ and was subsequently
updated after their comments and recommendations.
The authors hope that the second, amended and improved edition will prove useful for
Russian and foreign readers and will contribute to the development of international public
dialogue in the field of Best Available Techniques.

With the entry into force of the Federal Law No 219-FZ amending Federal Law No 7-FZ on
environmental protection in 2014, the BAT concept laid down the necessary background
for turning major Russian industries to Best Available Techniques and Integrated
Environmental Permits (IEP). At the same time, to provide reference information for
regulators and operators, in 2015–2017, Russian Reference Documents on BAT have
been developed and adopted for Russian Category I (similar to IPPC/IED Annex I but
reflecting the specific characteristics of the national economy) industries.
Since 2019, Russian Category I (IPPC/IED) installations will begin applying for IEPs.
Federal and regional authorities, industry practitioners, academia and experts from
NGOs, engineering and consultancy companies are discussing the prospects for transfer
towards BAT-based regulation and pilot projects in this area also taking into the account
international experience.
In order to start public discussion on BAT and foster dialog between the interested parties,
the international conference ‘Environmental Aspects of Industrial Development’ was held
in Saint Petersburg in June 2018. The conference became a site for presenting the results
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International Conference
‘Environmental Aspects of Industrial Development’
6–7 June 2018, Saint Petersburg

RESOLUTION
The international conference ‘Environmental Aspects of Industrial Development’ was
held in Saint Petersburg by the Research Institute ‘Environmental Industrial Policy Centre’ with support and counselling from the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation.
The conference was attended by representatives of federal and regional executive authorities, experts from 15 regions of Russia and 6 foreign countries, employees of industrial enterprises and associations, research institutions and educational establishments.

—

Expectations from the BAT transition in Russia are wide and varied. It is necessary
to develop a system of macro indicators to evaluate the results of the BAT implementation. These results will likely manifest themselves on several levels: sectoral,
regional, national. Indicators are also needed to set realistic targets for sustainable
economic growth based on BAT and monitor their implementation.

—

It is necessary to form Russian Expert Society on BAT; the experts who participated
in the drawing up of Russian BREFs and pilot projects will be at the core of the community

—

Russian BREFs provide the basis for assessing environmental performance of Russian industries, preparing environmental and energy performance enhancement
programmes and evaluating special investment contracts.

—

Rationale for expanding the scope of BAT and updating Russian BREFs should be
among the priority activities in the coming years. The evidence base is supported
additionally by national BAT standards: it is necessary to add to the existing standards the new ones focused on methodological, sectoral and, in some cases, regional specifics of BAT implementation in the Russian Federation.

—

The approaches to handling secondary material resources and dissemination of
best practices in this area should be improved, the waste recycling industry should
be formed using the network of eco-technical parks, as well as strengthening interregional co-operation in this area. The new industry needs the state support.

—

The results of pilot projects (including carried out with the support and participation
of international experts) should be applied during the development of sustainable
economic growth indicators, extension of the circular economy principles, BAT implementation, Russian BREFs updates and cost and benefit assessment of the BAT
transition at all levels (enterprise / industry / region / country).

During the first day of the conference, the participants listened to 13 reports on Russian
and international approaches to applying BAT as the tool for sustainable economic growth,
resource and energy efficiency enhancement and environmental impact reduction.
The second day of the conference was focused on the Strategy for Russian Waste Management Industry for the Period up to 2030. The Strategy was developed by the Ministry
of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation jointly with the business community and
adopted by the Government of the Russian Federation. It was adopted in January 2018
to form the necessary pre-requisites for turning to the circular economy.
The second day consisted of an industrial site visit to local waste water treatment company, ‘Vodokanal of St. Petersburg’, where an international discussion was held on the
application of the BAT as a tool for complying with the requirements of international environmental conventions and treaties.
The reports of Russian experts, as well as EU Member States experts, the OECD and
European IPPC Bureau representatives were presented to the participants of the conference and broadcasted in real time on the Internet in Russian and English. The online
broadcasting attracted interest of environmental experts from many Russian regions as
well as Belarus, Kazakhstan and Spain.
The participants agreed on the following positions:
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—

The transition to the BAT principles in the Russian Federation will require the efforts
of all stakeholders and active public dialogue. Business games held in 2016–2018
and planned for the next couple of years are designed to foster the atmosphere of
co-operation and develop the dialogue on BAT among interested parties in Russian
regions.

—

BAT is a tool for balancing the stimulating nature of the industrial policy and the
protective nature of the environmental policy. These policies should be harmonised,
which will require improvement of the existing legislation, development of new legal
acts, implementation of pilot projects and wider dissemination of results obtained.
The unbiased assessment of technological and technical solutions, development
and evaluation of environmental performance programmes, emission monitoring
and control systems are the key aspects to take into account.

The Programme Committee Chairman,
associated member of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Professor, Doctor of Science
Vladimir Grachev
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LEGAL CONTEXT AND GENERAL OVERVIEW

(b) ‘available techniques’ means those developed on a scale which allows
implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically
and technically viable conditions, taking into consideration the costs
and advantages, whether or not the techniques are used or produced
inside the Member State in question, as long as they are reasonably
accessible to the operator;
(c) ‘best’ means most effective in achieving a high general level of protection of the environment as a whole.

LEGAL CONTEXT AND GENERAL OVERVIEW
European Union
In the EU, the largest industrial installations account for a considerable share of
total emissions of key atmospheric pollutants and also have other important environmental impacts, including emissions to water and soil, generation of waste
and the use of materials, water and energy. This is why emissions from industrial
installations have been subject to EU-wide legislation for several decades [1, 2,
3]. Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions [3] sets out the main principles
for the permitting and control of installations based on an integrated approach.
Best Available Techniques are understood as the most effective techniques to
achieve a high level of environmental protection, taking into account the costs
and benefits. Article 3 (10) of IED gives the following definition of BAT [3]:
‘Best Available Techniques’ means the most effective and advanced
stage in the development of activities and their methods of operation
which indicates the practical suitability of particular techniques for
providing the basis for emission limit values and other permit conditions designed to prevent and, where that is not practicable, to reduce
emissions and the impact on the environment as a whole:
(a) ‘techniques’ includes both the technology used and the way in which
the installation is designed, built, maintained, operated and decommissioned;

8

Article 3 (11) states that ‘BAT reference document’ means a document, resulting from the information exchange organised pursuant to Article 13, drawn up
for defined activities and describing, in particular, applied techniques, present
emissions and consumption levels, techniques considered for the determination of best available techniques as well as BAT conclusions and any emerging
techniques, giving special consideration to the criteria listed in Annex III.
BREFs have been developed in the EU since the IPPC Directive stated the necessity to organise an information exchange and to provide reference information for regulators and operators. It is necessary to emphasise that Article 14 (3)
of the IED [3] has made BAT-associated Emission Limit Values (set in the BAT
conclusions) mandatory in the permitting/licensing process. A Commission
Implementing Decision for BAT conclusions is published for each BREF reviewed under the IED:
‘BAT conclusions’ means a document containing the parts of a BAT reference document laying down the conclusions on best available techniques,
their description, information to assess their applicability, the emission
levels associated with the best available techniques, associated monitoring, associated consumption levels and, where appropriate, relevant site
remediation measures.
BREFs may either be restricted to issues related to particular industrial activities (‘vertical’ BREFs) or may deal with cross-sectoral issues (‘horizontal’
BREFs) [4].
‘Horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ BREFs are developed so as to be complementary for
the purpose of setting permit conditions for installations covered by IED [3].
‘Vertical’ BREFs are sector-oriented by nature but may also include informa9
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tion on techniques applicable in other sectors. ‘Horizontal’ BREFs include information of a generic nature that can be used across many activities which
fall under the scope of IED. In order to facilitate the use of both ‘vertical’ and
‘horizontal’ BREFs in a complementary way, appropriate cross-references are
made.
Commission Decision of 16 May 2011 [5] established a forum for the information exchange pursuant to Article 13 of the IED. This forum is composed of representatives of Member States, the industries concerned, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) promoting environmental protection and services of the
Commission.
Commission Implementing Decision of 10 February 2012 [4] laid down rules
concerning guidance on the collection of data and elaboration of BAT reference documents and on their quality assurance referred to in the IED.

Russian Federation
In the RF, Federal Law of 21 July 2014 No 219-FZ on amending Federal Law on
Environmental Protection and other legislative acts of the Russian Federation [6]
is the most fundamental legislative act setting requirements for the permitting
and control of largest industrial installations (Category I enterprises) based on
an integrated approach and the application of Best Available Techniques. Up to
date, all industries are obliged to obtain single media permits; it is envisaged that
first installations (largest polluters) will be granted IEPs in 2019–2022 [7].
Criteria to Category I enterprises (set by the Order of the Russian Federation
Government of 28 September 2015 No 1029 [8]) are similar to those introduced
by the Industrial Emissions Directive [3] and earlier — by the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive [2]. Still, these criteria reflect the specific
features of the Russian economy and cover typical exploration sectors (oil, gas,
coal, ferrous and non-ferrous ores, etc.) as well as municipal waste water treatment plants.

LEGAL CONTEXT AND GENERAL OVERVIEW

Article 1 of 219 FZ [6] gives the following definition of BAT:
Best Available Technology (Technique) is the technology of manufacturing products (goods), handling operations (works), providing services,
identified on the basis of modern scientific (research) and engineering
achievements, meeting the best combination (balance) of environmental
protection criteria and considering technical opportunities for its implementation.
As it can be seen, in the official definition the term ‘technology’ is used instead of ‘technique’, though for two decades, experts have been arguing
that it is necessary to consider both technological, technical (‘end-of-pipe’)
and managerial approaches [9]. This position is reflected in Russian national
standards and now both regulators and practitioners agree that in the context
of BAT, ‘technology’ should be considered as a Russian equivalent of the term
‘technique’ rather than a term describing exclusively primary, technological
solutions.
According to Article 1 of 219-FZ [6], the following environmental protection criteria were included in the Federal Law of 10 January 2014 (ed. of 29 July 2017)
No 7-FZ on Environmental Protection (Article 28.1) [10]:
The best combination (balance) of environmental protection criteria for
identifying Best Available Technology (Technique) are:
— minimum level of negative environmental impact assessed as emissions
factors (specific values) per time unit or per production capacity (quantity) of products (goods) manufactured, operations (works) handled,
services provided, or other parameters (characteristics) envisaged by
the international agreements signed by the Russian Federation;
— economic efficiency of its (BAT) implementation and operation;
— application of resource and energy efficient techniques (methods);
— implementation period;
— industrial implementation (use) at two or more installations causing
negative environmental impacts.

10
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LEGAL CONTEXT AND GENERAL OVERVIEW

These positions are rather similar to those listed in Annex III to the IED [3],
though Directive 2010/75/EU gives a wider set of criteria; we’ll discuss this
issue later comparing approaches to selecting BAT. As it can be seen, as well
as in the EU, in Russia Best Available Techniques are understood as the most
effective techniques to achieve a high level of environmental protection, taking into account the economic costs and environmental benefits.

relevant authority forming Technical Committees, running the procedures of developing and reviewing standards in a transparent manner, supporting experts
trying to reach consensus on complicated issues of various origins (including
environmental ones). Employees of Minpromtorg and Rosstandart research institutions participated in a number of projects aimed at introducing BAT concept
in the Russian Federation [9].

In accordance with the Decree of the Russian Federation Government of 31
October 2014 on adopting staged time-schedule for drawing up of sectoral
reference documents on Best Available Technologies in 2015–2017 [11], Russian Information and Technical Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques1 (Russian BREFs) had been developed in 2015–2017. In general, for all
possible application areas, an Information and Technical Reference Document
is defined in Article 2(3) of the Federal Law of 27 June 2015 No 162-FZ on
standardization [12]:

Nowadays BREF is defined in two Russian national standards, in particular —
GOST R 56828.15-2016 Best Available Techniques. Terms and Definitions [13]
and GOST R 56828.14-2016 Best Available Techniques. Information and Technical Reference Document (BREF) structure [14]:

Information and Technical Reference Document is a document of the national standardization system, adopted (approved) by the Federal executive authority (empowered) in the field of standardization; Information and
Technical Reference Document contains systematised data in the defined
area (of activities) and includes description of technologies, processes,
methods (techniques), approaches, equipment and other data.
This definition clearly states that in Russia, any Information and Technical Reference Document (and therefore any BREF) is a standardization document.
Back in 2014, a special Technical Committee on standardization TC 113 ‘Best
Available Techniques’ was established to ensure the implementation of activities aimed at supporting the introduction of BAT in Russian Federation, e.g.
draw up, revise, and publish BAT related standardization documents (BREFs,
national standards, codes of practice, etc.).
The very idea to make BREFs standardization documents is rooted in the experience gained by Russian experts who had been developing national standards on
Best Available Techniques since early 2000s. The Federal Agency on Technical
Regulating and Metrology (national standardization body, Rosstandart) reporting to the Ministry of Industry and Trade (Minpromtorg), seemed to be the most

Information and Technical Reference Document on Best Available Techniques is a standardization document drawn up as the result of analysing
technological, technical and managerial solutions applied in the defined
implementation area and containing descriptions of already implemented and prospective technological processes, technical means, methods
applicable for preventing and reducing negative environmental impacts;
techniques (solutions) recognised as the best ones are selected from the
described (technological, technical and managerial) solutions.
As well as in the EU, in Russia, both ‘vertical’ (sector-oriented) and ‘horizontal’
(inter-sectoral) BREFs are developed. ‘Horizontal’ BREFs contain mostly recommendations on best practices and do not include technological parameters
(analogues of BAT-AELs).
In the RF legislation, BAT conclusions are not issued as official documents. At
the same time, according to 219-FZ [6], technological parameters (the environmental emission / performance levels associated with the Best Available
Techniques) have to be officially adopted (approved) by the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment no later than within six months after the official
adoption of Russian BREFs. So far there is no intention to develop sector-oriented containing conclusions on BAT, their description, information to assess
their applicability, associated monitoring, associated consumption levels and,
where appropriate, relevant site remediation measures. At the same time, Russian practitioners believe that it is logical to work-out Russian national standards covering recommendations on BAT implementation and self-monitoring
techniques and requirements.

Information and Technical Reference Document on Best Available Techniques (technologies) is
the official term used in the Russian legislation.
1
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ACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES

By summer 2018:
— 39 sector-oriented and 12 cross-sector BREFs have been developed,
officially approved and published in the Russian Federation; each
BREF contains technological parameters identified as the result of the
information exchange and expert judgement;
— for all sectors covered by BREFs, technological parameters are prepared and will be officially approved by the Orders of the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment;
— the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment made a decision to
issue a separate order for each sector (BREF); thus, 39 orders have to
be prepared and passed.
Thus, the EU and the RF BREFs are documents resulting from the information
exchange organised, respectively, in the European Union and in the Russian
Federation, in accordance with the legislative requirements and describing applied techniques (technologies, end-of pipe solutions, management systems,
etc.), present emissions and consumption levels, descriptions of BAT (BAT
conclusions) and any emerging techniques, giving special consideration to the
officially set criteria.
Technological parameters (in Russia) and BAT-associated Emission Levels (in
the European Union) are mandatory, and installations seeking to obtain IEPs
are obliged to meet requirements specified in official documents published in
the EU and in the RF.

ACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES
European Union
According to Article 13 (1) of the IED [3] in order to draw up, review and, where
necessary, update BREF, the Commission shall organise an information exchange between Member States, the industries concerned, NGOs promoting
environmental protection and the Commission. During the information exchange, the actors involved in the process receive data on plants/installations
and techniques applied, emission levels and resource consumption, address
monitoring issues, economic and technical aspects of applied technologies,
as well as carry out selection both BAT and emerging techniques (see Fig. 1).
Article 13(2) of the IED [3], requires also that the information exchange shall, in
particular, address the following:
(a)  the performance of installations and techniques in terms of emissions,
expressed as short- and long-term averages, where appropriate, and
the associated reference conditions, consumption and nature of raw
materials, water consumption, use of energy and generation of waste;
(b) the techniques used, associated monitoring, cross-media effects,
economic and technical viability and developments therein;
(c) best available techniques and emerging techniques identified after
considering the issues mentioned in points (a) and (b).

14
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European area

ACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES

Main actors of the Sevilla process are as follows (see Fig. 2) [16]:

Draws up BREFs
TWG

Sevilla Process
Exchange Information

EIPPCB
Validation
process

Exchange
Information

— European IPPC Bureau;
— Committee (Article 75 of the IED [3]);

National area
Shadow group
Contribute

Publishes
BAT Conclusions

Site operators
Use
BREFs

Authorities
Fig. 1. Information exchange between national and European actors in the Industrial
Emissions Directive [15]

The European Commission organised the information exchange through the
involvement of the European IPPC Bureau (EIPPCB) and the Directorate-General for Environment (DG Environment) responsible for EU policy on the environment (http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/environment/).
The European Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Bureau was
established in Seville (Spain) in 1997 within the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) (now Directorate B: Growth and Innovation) of the Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC), in the context of the implementation of
the IPPC Directive (substituted now by Industrial Emissions Directive). The information exchange processed discussed if often referred to as the ‘Sevilla process’ (http://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/about/more_information.html).
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— −Forum composed of representatives of Member States, the industries
concerned, environmental NGOs and services of the Commission (Article 13 (1) of the IED [3]);

— Technical Working Groups (TWGs).
Thus, the Forum founded under Article 13 of Directive 2010/75/EU [3] is an expert
group, established and chaired by the Commission and composed of representatives from Member States, industry and environmental NGOs. The main objective of
the Forum is to provide its opinion on the information exchange and on the proposed
contents of the BREFs. The Commission shall take into account this opinion for the
adoption of BAT conclusions.
The European IPPC Bureau organises and coordinates the information exchange at
the European level, which leads to the drawing up and review of BREFs according
to the dispositions of the Guidance document on the information exchange [4]. Experts of the European IPPC Bureau manage, lead and steer the work carried out by
TWGs, and present draft BREFs to TWGs for comments and finally present the final
drafts of BREFs to the opinion of the Forum.
The Committee established by Article 75(1) of Directive 2010/75/EU is composed
of the EU Member States only and is chaired by the Commission; this Committee
assists the Commission in the area of the implementation of the IED. The Committee is involved in the adoption of decisions on BAT conclusions resulting from the
information exchange.
For the drawing up or reviewing of a BREF document, a TWG is set up (or reactivated) by the Commission. Each TWG consists of technical experts representing
Member States, industries, environmental NGOs and the Commission. TWGs include also observers from non-EU countries e.g. Norway and Turkey.

17
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European
Member
States

ACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES

DirectoratesGeneral

European Commission

Committee
art. 75

Forum art. 13

Development of BREFs was first officially addressed in Order of the RF Government of 31 October 2014 No 2178-r [11]. Nothing was mentioned then about the
information exchange, though key government authorities responsible for drawing up of Russian BREFs were listed:
— Ministry of Industry and Trade;
— Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology (national
standardization body, Rosstandart);

European IPPC Bureau
(EIPPCB)

— Ministry of Construction;
— Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment;
— Ministry of Energy (Generation);

TWG 1
BREF 1

….
….

TWG 32
BREF 32

Fig. 2. Main actors of the Sevilla process [17]

Russian Federation
In the Russian Federation, the Inter-Departmental Council on the transition to the
principles of Best Available Techniques (Technologies) and implementation of
modern technologies was established back in May 2014 in accordance with the
Order of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation of 07 May
2014 No 861 [18]. This Council (inter alia) was made responsible for providing
recommendations on the procedures of the information exchange in the field of
Best Available Techniques taking into consideration the international experience
in this area.

18

— Ministry of Agriculture;
— Federal Service for Surveillance on Consumer Rights Protection and
Human Well-being (Rospotrebnadzor).
The majority of BREFs had been elaborated under the responsibility of the
Ministry of Industry and Trade; still, drawing up of agriculture and food related
BREFs had been fostered also by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rospotrebdanzor, development of BREFs for energy generation, oil and gas exploration
and refining, energy efficiency enhancement had been supported by the Ministry of Energy; finally, ‘horizontal’ BREFs on wastewater and stack gases treatment had been supervised by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment.
In Russia, Best Available Techniques form the new instrument of the environmental industrial policy of the Russian Federation. BAT have to be considered
both from the point of view of the environmental regulation and from the standpoint of the economic regulation. The objective of harmonising approaches
of the industrial and the environmental policies is determined by the fact, that
when the substantial technological renovation in industry is evitable, the environmental enhancement has to become the key driver and the integral element
of the industrial development.

19
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The regulatory requirements to the implementation of BAT should be worked
to ensure that new investments are attracted to industry and the demand for
the Russian technological, environmental and analytical equipment is gradually formed and strengthened [19]. Under the conditions of the significant lack
of investments aimed at the industrial development, it is necessary to guarantee the additional financial support instruments to provide for the implementation of Best Available Techniques as well as for the development of the Russian
equipment needed to achieve BAT requirements. This is why BAT implementation is fostered by the Ministry of Industry and Trade.

ACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES

At the end of 2014, the Decree of the RF Government of 28 December 2014
No 1458 on identifying BAT, drawing up, reviewing and publishing of BREFs
was passed [23]. This Decree was altered in 2016 widening responsibilities of
the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Russian BAT Bureau and minimising
the role of Rosstandart. Functions of the Russian BAT Bureau were assigned to
the Research Institute ‘Environmental Industrial Policy Centre’.
The main actors of the Russian BAT process playing active roles in the development of BREFs in Russia in 2017 are shown in Fig. 3.

Due to extremely demanding time-schedule for the drawing up and adopting
Russian BREFs, guidance documents on the information exchange, data collection and on the drawing up of BREFs had been developed simultaneously
with the first Reference Documents. Several of these pioneer BREFs (drawn up
in 2015) were based on the results of national and international projects conducted in the Russian Federation in 2000–2010 and aimed at assessing implemented techniques as well as consumption and emission levels typical of selected industrial sectors [20]. In addition, respective EU ‘vertical’ BREFs were
taken into consideration: Russian translations of several BREFs were available
either from the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (http://www.
mnr.gov.ru/activities/list.php?part=1551) and/or from the environmental information website Ecoline (www.ecoline.ru).
National pre-standards (which preceded GOSTs on the development of
BREFs) were published in 2014–2015. Along with terms and definitions, as well
as BREF structure they set recommendations for drawing separate chapters,
describing BAT and technological parameters (BAT-AELs) and also emerging
techniques (prospective technologies). In 2015, Methodological Recommendations on Identifying Best Available Techniques were approved by the Order
of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of 31 March 2015 No 665 [21]. These
recommendations are rooted in the Reference Document on Economics and
Cross-Media Effects [22] published by the European IPPC Bureau in 2006.
The Economics and Cross-Media Effects REF attracted attention of experts
because of (1) the information provided in it was intended to be applied as an
input to the determination of BAT and (2) it considered examples of so called
‘economically and technically viable conditions’ taken into account while determining BAT [22].
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Fig. 3. Main actors of the Russian BAT process [17]
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FUNCTIONING OF TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS

An information exchange is coordinated by the Russian BAT Bureau. BREFs are
developed by Technical Working Groups acting within the Russian BAT Bureau.
Government authorities, industries (enterprises) and industrial associations,
universities, research bodies, engineering and consulting companies, as well
as environmental NGOs take part in the Russian BAT process. The Inter-Departmental Council helps harmonising positions of authorities, businesses, research
bodies, and NGOs and reaching consensus in the complicated situations.
Thus, the main actors of the two BREF development processes are rather similar, and in both cases the role of European IPPC and the Russian BAT Bureaus
is to coordinate the information exchange and to ensure that information is
collected and processed according to the guidance documents in order to
draw up and review the BREFs. For each BREF, the scientific staff of the European IPPC Bureau and researchers working at / with the Russian BAT Bureau
lead the work of sector-oriented or inter-sectoral TWGs.

FUNCTIONING OF TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS
European Union
Setting up and making TWGs operational
As it is already mentioned, for the drawing up or reviewing of a BREF document, a TWG is set up (or reactivated) by the Commission. Each TWG consists
of technical experts representing Member States, industries, environmental
NGOs and the Commission [4]. TWG members are nominated to participate
in the information exchange primarily based on their technical, economic,
environmental or regulatory expertise (especially in permitting or inspecting
industrial installations) as well as on their ability to bring into the information
exchange process the BREF end-user perspective (see Fig. 4).
The experts for each TWG are nominated by the representatives in the Forum.
To this end, Forum members send the names and contact details of their TWG
nominees to the European IPPC Bureau. In order to enhance the efficiency of
participation of the industrial sectors concerned in TWGs, their nomination may
be coordinated by the European industrial associations. These associations
often run sector benchmarking procedures, support environmental research
and pilot projects and thereby gain information that can be used for developing
BREFs.
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TWG 1

Full-ﬂedged
TWG members

BREF 1 authors

Observers:
Other states e.g..
Turkey, Norwayy

BREF 1
EIPPCB team

…
TWG 32
BREF 32 authors
BREF 32
EIPPCB team

5) to share the data collected with other TWG members and the EIPPCB
by posting the information directly onto BATIS (a specially designated
online resource, BAT Information System), with the possible exception of confidential business information or sensitive information under
competition law;
6) to respond in a timely manner to requests for additional information or
clarifications from the EIPPCB;

Full-ﬂedged
TWG members
Observers:
Other states e.g.
Turkey, Norway

Fig. 4. TWG membership and structure (European Union)

The TWG is the main source of information for the drawing up and reviewing of a
BREF. This is why it is essential that the TWG members are active in the information exchange. By joining the TWG, the members commit to actively collecting
and delivering relevant information.
Responsibilities of a TWG member are described by the Commission Implementing Decision of 10 February 2012 [4] as follows:
1) to gain an awareness and understanding of the guidance [4];
2) to identify and list new/updated key data and issues relevant for deriving or updating BAT conclusions for the sector;
3) to actively collect targeted technical and economic information important for the drawing up/reviewing of a BREF, including in particular new/
updated emission and consumption level data from installations covered
by the BREF;
4) to check the quality of the data and information collected before submitting them to the EIPPCB, in particular the data contained in filled-in
templates/questionnaires used to gather plant- or installation-specific
information;
24
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7) to comment within the set deadlines on formal draft BREFs and other
documents prepared by the EIPPCB;
8) to attend the TWG meetings and actively participate in them;
9) to share experience with the EIPPCB and other TWG members (e.g.
during site visits);
10) to identify and establish contacts/networks with non-TWG members
(e.g. shadow groups of experts, competent authorities, operators or
groups of operators, national groups) to gain more experience to be
shared with the rest of the TWG and the EIPPCB.
Most of the work for TWG members takes place outside of the plenary meetings in submitting information and reviewing draft text proposals. In particular,
the successful development of a BREF requires the TWG to respond in detail
to substantial draft documents within a limited time period. Whilst consensus
of the TWG is sought throughout the work, it is not a prerequisite and it is the
task of the EIPPCB to reflect the relevant available information in the BREF.
Webinars offer opportunities for interacting with TWG members and discussing emerging questions in the most efficient and participatory manner without
running offline meetings.
To address specific issues within the scope of the work, the TWG may decide
to establish subgroups to undertake specific tasks such as to collect, analyse,
structure and discuss information and data, discuss comments to proposed
draft texts, or to prepare and develop templates or documents. The functioning
of such subgroups is also managed in a transparent way by the European IPPC
Bureau; all TWG members have access to the subgroups and can follow and
understand their activities and outcome of their work.
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TWG work on a BREF development
The Sevilla Process envisages six steps of a typical TWG work on a BREF development (see Fig. 5):
1) TWG activation (reactivation) and call for wishes
2) TWG kick-off meeting
3) Data collection

Activation call of TWG (new BREF) or TWG
reactivation and call for ‘wishes’ (BREF review)

TWG kick-oﬀ meeting
Data collection
Draft 1

4) Draft BREF development

TWG comments

5) TWG final meeting

Draft 2 (optional)

6) Final BREF draft elaboration.
In most cases, only two plenary TWG meetings are envisaged: the initial kickoff meeting and the final TWG meeting. They are organised and chaired by the
EIPPCB and held on the premises of the Commission in Seville. These TWG
meetings are supported by background papers prepared by the EIPPCB laying
down the issues proposed for discussions and sent in advance of the meeting
to all TWG members. If necessary, the EIPPCB may organise additional ad hoc
meetings with an individual or a group of TWG members to discuss or explain
specific issues or comments made by TWG members with the aim of enhancing a successful outcome of the information exchange process.
Brief minutes or notes/conclusions of plenary and ad hoc TWG meetings are
prepared by the EIPPCB and uploaded onto BATIS.
At the kick-off meeting (KoM) the scope and structure of the BREF concerned are discussed along with the nature and extent of information to be collected and analysed. Sector-specific questionnaires (templates for collecting
information) and ways of their dissemination are considered. It is important to
make sure that industries (operators) do not receive multiple (and duplicating
each other) requests, while all necessary and reliable data are collected.
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TWG comments

request for additional information
from the EIPPCB to the TWG
(if this is considered necessary)

request for additional information
from the EIPPCB to the TWG
(if this is considered necessary)
request for additional information
from the EIPPCB to the TWG
(if this is considered necessary)
request for additional information
from the EIPPCB to the TWG
(if this is considered necessary)

Update of at least Chapters 3, 4, 5
Final TWG meeting
Final Draft
Fig. 5. Typical workflow for the drawing up and reviewing of BREFs (24–39 months) [4]

Considering results of the analysis of the information received from TWG members, the EIPPCB issues a Background Paper for the KoM. Both kick-off meetings and final TWG meetings are supported by such background papers prepared by the EIPPCB, laying down the issues proposed for discussions and sent
to all TWG members at least four weeks in advance of the meeting.
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The KoM will in particular address and reach conclusions on the items listed
below:

FUNCTIONING OF TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS

Russian Federation
Setting up and making TWGs operational

−— the scope and structure of the BREF;
−— key Environmental Issues (KEIs) (NOx, SOx, etc.);
−— data collection content/process (sector-specific questionnaire template);
— confidential business information.
The kick-off meeting will also provide the opportunity to inform TWG members on
issues that need to be treated consistently among BREFs, in particular: ways to
deal with potentially confidential business information and sensitive information
under competition law, conflicts of interests and related matters, as well as the
interactions with other both ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ BREFs.
The final TWG meeting aims at resolving outstanding issues with a view to
conclude the technical discussions within the TWG. First of all, the content
and structure of the BAT conclusions have to be considered and agreed. Besides that, any modifications to be made to the content of the chapters entitled ‘Techniques to consider in the determination of BAT’ and ‘Emerging techniques’ need attention as well issues to be mentioned in ‘Concluding remarks
and recommendations for future work’ section.
The main issues to be discussed at the final TWG meeting and proposals from
the EIPPCB are outlined in a detailed background paper distributed to the TWG
in advance. The background paper includes at least an assessment of the major comments received. The EIPPCB also provides the TWG with (at least) the
latest version of the chapters of the BREF entitled ‘Current emission and consumption levels’, ‘Techniques to consider in the determination of BAT’ (since
they are most important for selecting BAT and substantiating BAT-AELs) and
‘Best available techniques (BAT) conclusions’.

In the Russian Federation, Technical Working Groups are formed ‘under the
umbrella’ Russian BAT Bureau. The unified approach to the drawing up of Russian BREF is ensured by TC 113 'Best Available Techniques'.
Typically, a TWG consists of members representing federal and regional authorities concerned, industries (enterprises) and industrial associations, universities, research bodies, engineering and consulting companies, as well as
NGOs. On the other hand, the process of forming TWGs in Russia is organised
in such a way, that literally any interested party can submit its representatives
for participating in the TWG. Stakeholders send their applications to the Ministry of Industry and Trade for participation in the TWG concerned, which is
formalised on the official letterhead of the organisation (see Fig. 6) [23].
The list of members of each TWG is approved by the special order of the Ministry of Industry and Trade; the same order fixes the kick-off meeting date. All
lists are available from the official site of the Russian BAT Bureau. Theoretically,
by joining the TWG, the members should commit to actively collecting and delivering relevant information. Responsibilities of a TWG member are described
in the Decree of the RF Government of 23 December 2014 No 1458 [23] and
understood in a way similar by the described by the Commission Implementing
Decision of 10 February 2012 [4]. The TWG is seen as one of the main sources
of information for the respective BREF development.
Normally, a call for applying for a TWG membership attracts attention of 20–40
organisations which nominate their representatives. Still, several TWGs consist
of over 100 (and even 200) members, activity levels of whom vary significantly.
Nearly all TWG members take part in reviewing draft texts, while only most active ones submit information, meet with interested operators, pay site visits, etc.

The overall objective of the final TWG meeting is to reach conclusions by consensus of the TWG members present. When there are well founded dissenting
views, these must be recorded in a clear manner specified in [4].
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As well as in the EU, most of the work for TWG members takes place outside of
the plenary meetings.

TWG 1
Full-ﬂedged
rs
TWG members

Secretariat TWG 1
Head
of the Secretariat

Observers

…
TWG 50
Secretariat TWG 50

Full-ﬂedged
rs
TWG members

Head
of the Secretariat

Observers

Fig. 6. TWG membership and structure (Russian Federation)

TWG work on a BREF development
In the Russian Federation, a BREF drawing up procedure can be described by
the following steps [23]:
1) Setting up TWG
2) Data collection
3) Draft BREF drawing up
4) Public discussion of the draft BREF
5) Final BREF draft elaboration
6) Expert check at TC 113 ‘Best Available Techniques’ resulting in minor
corrections (if necessary)
7) Resolving controversies at the Inter-Departmental Council (if any)
8) BREF adoption and publishing.

FUNCTIONING OF TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS

Ideally, each TWG meets 2–3 times:
1) at the kick-off meeting;
2) at the working meeting organised when consumption and emission
levels characteristics for the sector are assessed and primary and
secondary environmental performance enhancement techniques are
described (Chapters 3 and 4 drafted — see a typical Russian BREF
structure below);
3) at the final meeting.
Aims and objectives of the plenary meetings are very similar (if not identical) to
those specified for the Sevilla process, which is logical and explained by the similarity of the origins of BREFs, Bureaus, and TWGs.
Time-schedule for drawing up BREF is extremely hard: within a calendar year,
a TWG has to be formed, a template for information request prepared and disseminated, data collected, draft chapters elaborated, discussed with the TWG and
publicly with all stakeholders and finalised. In fact, TWGs begin working in February–March, and final drafts are submitted to TC 113 for the quality check in November. Official orders on the approval of BREFs are normally issued in December
(see Fig. 7). Still, several TWGs volunteered to work in accordance with individual
time-schedules, and, for example, Aluminium and Energy Efficiency BREFs were
adopted in June 2016 and September 2017, respectively.
Thus, during 8–10 months, the Russian BAT Bureau actually tutors TWGs, in
particular:
— helps developing questionnaires (templates) for data collection;
— coordinates the information exchange;
— makes sure that data collected is uploaded to the online information
resource established by the Bureau;
— steers the work on determining BAT and helps reaching consensus
among TWG members.
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FUNCTIONING OF TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS

Expert check

Adoption of BREF

Preparation for adopting

Rosstandart

Russian BAT bureau

TWG

TC 113

Russian BAT bureau

Russian BAT bureau

Fig. 7. Step-by-step BREF drawing up and adoption in the RF

— draft BREF chapters and whole texts are voted by TWG members (as
standardization documents);

Plenary meeting
Russian BAT bureau

TWG

TWG

Russian BAT bureau

Setting up for TWG
Minpromtorg

Russian BAT bureau

Therefore, principles and practices of the EU and the RF Technical Working
Groups setting and operations are quite compatible, though in Russia, TWGs
themselves and their work have some characteristics typical for the standardization process, namely:
— TWGs work under the umbrella of Russian BAT Bureau, and ensuring
of unified approaches to the Russian BREF development is carried out
by TC 113 ‘Best Available Techniques’;

Development of BREF

Kick-oﬀ meeting

May
April
March
February
January
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BREF correction
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When necessary, the Russian BAT Bureau initiates running additional meetings.
The Bureau staff pay visits to Category I installations, discuss opportunities for
better substantiation of the technological parameters (environmental performance levels associated with BAT) with industrial associations and government
authorities; invite knowledgeable experts to submit additional information and to
review most complicated (and questionable) parts of BREFs.

— draft BREFs are publicly discussed (as draft national standards), which
often leads to receiving non-professional demands and recommendations to be answered online by TWG experts;
— each draft BREF is submitted to TC 113 for an expert check or quality
assurance (more standardization than BAT related);
— BREFs are officially adopted by the national standardization body,
Rosstandart.
Developing ‘the first generation’ of the Russian BREFs, experts and practitioners
learnt a number of useful organisational lessons which need to be reflected while
improving procedures for drawing up and reviewing BAT reference documents
in the Russian Federation. Though there are clear national standards setting requirements to BREFs and reasonable recommendations of their development,
it would be logical to elaborate a broader guidance (similar to Commission Implementing Decision of 10 February 2012 [4]) laying down principles of setting a
TWG and describing responsibilities of TWG members, setting detailed rules of
data collection, and setting procedures for reviewing of BREFs.
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DATA COLLECTION AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE

European Union
For minimising the work of completing this common template, TWGs are encouraged to take into account periodic reporting requirements and availability
of data. Templates are very useful for gathering information (for example, for
multi-product plants as chemical and petrochemical), to enable a comparison
of data as well as to identify gaps and anomalies. If necessary, a draft questionnaire can be tested on a limited number of installations. Finally, the questionnaire template is agreed on the TWG level. The questionnaire shared with all
TWG members by the EIPPCB through BATIS (BAT Information System, see
below).

DATA COLLECTION
AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Information exchange issues have already been addressed in previous parts of
this study. Here we’ll focus on the development and use of questionnaires and
on online information exchange platforms operational in the EU and in the RF.

Development and use of questionnaires
The data to be collected during a sector-oriented BREF elaboration (review)
reflect the environmental performance of plants/installations and applied
techniques as well as their technical and economic viability; this information is
needed to draw the BAT conclusions and substantiate BAT-AEL values.
Both in the EU and in the RF, information at the plant/installation level is mainly
be submitted to the EIPPCB / Russian BAT Bureau using common templates
(questionnaires) agreed by the TWGs, without restricting the possibility of submitting additional supporting technical reports/analyses, schemes, pictures,
or other documents, if considered useful.
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For data collection procedure on the environmental performance of plants/installations and applied techniques as well as their economic issues, the questionnaire template is distributed to the participating plants/installations via
the Member States (MS) competent authorities. Data collection is carried out
within 6 months, however at all stages of the procedures for the drawing up
and reviewing of BREFs the EIPPCB can also requests for additional information. The EIPPCB and the MS authorities also provide assistance to operators
in filling-in the questionnaire when requested.
All filled-in questionnaires are submitted by plants/installations to their competent MS authorities (the filled-in questionnaires will be collected and checked
by the TWG members of the Member State where the plant is located), which
collect the filled-in questionnaires and perform the first level external completeness and quality check. After that the representatives of MS authorities
in TWG will upload all questionnaires without any confidential information onto
BATIS while confidential versions of the questionnaires are being sent directly
to the EIPPCB by e-mail and not uploaded on BATIS (see Fig. 8).
The information submitted by TWG members and collected by the European
IPPC Bureau is shared with all TWG members in ‘real time’ via BATIS. All TWG
members have access to all uploaded questionnaires in BATIS to assess their
completeness and quality. The TWG members can comment on the submitted
information and share their comments through BATIS.
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DATA COLLECTION AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Questionnaires elaborated and disseminated in Russia aim at gathering information both at plant/industry level (which is easier thanks to the availability of
statistic reporting data), and at ‘technology’/process, line level (which is more
complicated since rather often these data are not collected by industries). According to current requirements, questionnaires have to be officially sent to industries by government authorities. In 2016–2017, the questionnaires were sent
out by the BAT Bureau (acting as the research body of the Ministry of Industry
and Trade of the Russian Federation, see Fig. 9).
In 2015–2017, questionnaires/templates had been developed for drawing 51
BREFs, 39 of them being sector-oriented. In the best cases, templates are
based on standardized Excel forms, providing for the lists of typical sector technologies, techniques, equipment, consumption (raw materials, energy sources,
water) and emission (waste water, stack gases, solid waste, pollutants, noise,
etc.) parameters.

Fig. 8. Data collection for drawing up a BREF in the EU [24]

Russian BAT Bureau
Distribution
of questionnaires

Russian Federation
In Russia, questionnaires are developed by TWGs [23] and in some cases tested
by the most active industries. Industrial associations help a lot running workshops, discussions with industries, inviting TWG members to the installations,
making sure that questions are formulated clearly and when possible consider
forms of statistical reporting regularly prepared by the operators and submitted
to the Federal State Statistics Service (Rosstat, http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/
connect/rosstat_main/rosstat/en/main/).
Russian industries keep two pools of data:
— single media Emission Limit Values (ELVs) set for maximum production capacity and least favourable pollutant dispersion conditions (especially — in the atmospheric air), expressed in grams/sec or tonnes/
year; these ELVs form the requirements of single media permits:

Industry
Filled-in questionnaires,
including conﬁdential
information

Questionnaire

Ministry for Industry and Trade

Ministry for Industry and Trade

Russian BAT Bureau

Distribution
of questionnaires

Federal executive authorities,
state scientiﬁc organisations,
non-commercial organisations,
Filled-in questionnaires,
including state corporations
including conﬁdential
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Russian BAT Bureau
Information in
aggregated or
anonymised form

Information
in aggregated or
anonymised form

Database of BAT Bureau
Information

TWG

Fig. 9. Data collection for drawing up a BREF in the RF [23,25]

— single media annual statistic reporting data reflecting measured or calculated emissions and considering real production rates, expressed in
tonnes/year.
36
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DATA COLLECTION AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Since industries are often reluctant to openly share the detailed information on
their environmental performance as well as other data related to technological
processes with members of TWGs, the Russian BAT Bureau anonymises filled
questionnaires to be analysed to drawing up chapters devoted to emission and
consumption levels and setting technological parameters (BAT-AELs).
In 2015–2017, procedures of questionnaire disseminating, filling up, collection
and analysis had to be speed up, and the Russian BAT Bureau and TWGs managed to complete them for maximum 3 months.

Information exchange platforms
To facilitate the information exchange on BAT and to improve internal communication, web-based software applications were set up both at the European
IPPC Bureau (where the software is called BATIS) and the Russian BAT Bureau.
In addition to staff members, only nominated Forum and TWG members have
access to BATIS in the EU. Similarly, only Bureau staff and TWG members have
access to electronic workplaces of the Russian BAT Bureau information exchange platform; other stakeholders can follow progress of a BREF development visiting an open part of www.burondt.ru website (see Fig. 10).
Key objectives of the software systems are to organise and manage BREFrelated information, to enable transparency and to produce high quality BREFs
while supporting staff of the EIPPCB and the Russian BAT Bureau. Both Bureaus are responsible for the overall management of information within the information platforms.
In the EU, TWG members are responsible for uploading their individual contributions onto BATIS. An online user manual is available in online to BATIS users. In Russia, there are many active users of the information platform, though
some members of TWGs prefer submitting information by e-mail, which is
understood by the staff, who make sure that appropriate documents are uploaded correctly.

Fig. 10. Website of the Russian BAT Bureau: access to draft BREFs during the public discussion procedure

Websites of the European EPPC Bureau and the Russian BAT Bureau
The EIPPCB website (http://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu) constitutes the main
tool for the dissemination of the BREFs and the BREF drafts. The website contains:
1) general information about Directive 2010/75/EU and the EIPPCB;
2) access to adopted BREFs and information on their status (e.g. adopted, under review);
3) access to finalised and formal draft BREFs;
4) access to committee guidance documents;
5) Forum opinions and documents;
6) notification of events and EIPPCB meetings;
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DRAWING UP/REVIEWING OF BAT REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

7) indications of EIPPCB work plans on the drawing up and reviewing of
the BREFs;
8) information regarding employment opportunities within the EIPPCB;
9) an access to the BATIS electronic workspace for TWG and Forum members.
The Russian BAT Bureau website (www.burondt.ru) provides access to:
1) the BAT related legislation, guidance documents, and standards of the
Russian Federation;
2) general information on the BAT Bureau and TC 113 ‘Best Available
Techniques’;
3) adopted BREFs;
4) draft BREFs during open (public discussions);
5) notification of events and the BAT Bureau meetings, as well as other
news;
6) electronic workplace for TWG members.

DRAWING UP/REVIEWING
OF BAT REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
European Union
In the EU, the ‘first generation of BREFs’ had been developed since late 90s.
Currently, the oldest BREFs available at EIPPCB website are those for Ferrous
Metals Processing Industry and for Industrial Cooling Systems (issued in 2001).
Therefore, nowadays in most cases BREFs are reviewed, while some documents reflecting activities included in Annex I to Directive 2010/75/EU but not
specified by earlier Directives (Directive 2008/1/EC and Directive 96/61/EC)
are drawn up for the first time.
The objective of a BREF review is to identify evolutions in BAT typical of the
sector concerned. This is achieved primarily by examining the parts of the
BREF laying down the conclusions on BAT and by revising or updating those
conclusions where new information is available that allows for doing so.
The workflow for the drawing up of a new BREF is very similar to the workflow
for the review of a BREF. The main differences are that (1) for newly drafted
BREFs ‘wishes’ may not be required, (2) that the collection of more information is needed and (3) that two formal drafts of the BREF are generally expected before holding the final TWG meeting.
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The ‘wish list’ (or ‘wishes’) cover suggestions for collecting new information that has become available and that the TWG would like to gather and to
provide. The reviewing of BREFs is a continuing process, due to the dynamic
nature of BAT. For example, new measures and techniques may emerge,
science and technologies are continually developing, and new or emerging
processes are being successfully introduced into the industry. In order to
reflect such changes and their consequences for the BAT, BREFs have to
be periodically reviewed and, if necessary, updated accordingly [4]. According to Directive 2010/75/EU [3], BREFs should normally be updated no later
than eight years after the publication of the previous version.
Normally, a BREF has a typical structure and consists of the following chapters (parts):
— Preface
— Scope
— Chapter 1: General information about the sector concerned
— Chapter 2: Applied processes and techniques
— Chapter 3: Current emission and consumption levels
— Chapter 4: Techniques to consider in the determination of BAT

DRAWING UP/REVIEWING OF BAT REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

The review of a BREF mainly focuses on chapters of the BREF entitled ‘Techniques to consider in the determination of BAT’, ‘Best available techniques
(BAT) conclusions’ and ‘Emerging techniques’ and, to a lesser extent, on
chapters of the BREF entitled ‘Applied processes and techniques’ (in case of
important changes in this chapter) and ‘Current emission and consumption
levels’. The review of the other chapters of the BREF is normally given a lower
priority.
Based on the information received via data collection, as well as the information
exchange between TWG members, the EIPPCB within 4–6 months produces
the first formal draft of the BREF (or of the revised parts of the BREF in the case
of a BREF review) and uploads it onto BATIS for formal TWG consultation.
The EIPPCB analyses all received comments as well as additional information
from TWG members and drafts a background document including an assessment of the major comments received. The second formal draft is produced (if
necessary) to reflect all recommendations accepted and changes made. This
draft is issued for formal consultation for TWG comments to be received within
two months.
Before the final meeting EIPPCB analyses all the comments received from
TWG on second formal draft and prepares for a final TWG meeting. The EIPPCB drafts a background paper including at least an assessment of the major comments received. The EIPPCB provides at least the latest version of the
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 (see the structure above). The final TWG meeting seeks
consensus for a final draft of the BAT conclusions.

— Chapter 5: Best available techniques (BAT) conclusions
— Chapter 6: Emerging techniques
— Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work
— References
— Glossary of terms and abbreviations
— Annexes (dependent upon relevance to the sector and availability of
information)
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Normally, the final draft is produced for a short commenting period to the TWG
that should focus on the changes made as a result of the final meeting's conclusions. The EIPPCB ensures that feedback is given to the TWG on how these
comments have been taken into account. Formal drafts are uploaded to the
open part of website and therefore they are available to all interested parties
(see Fig. 11).
Following the finalisation of the work within the TWG, the updated final draft
of a BREF is sent to the Forum, which is asked to provide its formal opinion on
the document. Members of the Forum will be asked to submit all of their comments on the draft final version of the BREF in writing; the document and the
comments are discussed during a meeting of the Forum.
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DRAWING UP/REVIEWING OF BAT REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

4) textual revisions that reflect more accurately the conclusion reached
by the TWG;
5) corrections of typographic errors in the final draft;
6) proposals to bring important issues, which are already reported within the body of the BREF, to the ‘Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work’ section.
In accordance with Article 13(4) of the IED [3], the Commission shall make the
opinion of the Forum on the proposed content of the BREF publicly available
and will take it into account for the procedures for the adoption of decisions
on the BAT conclusions and in the final published BREF.

Russian Federation
Unlike the European Union, where the draft BREF is developed directly
by the EIPPCB experts, in Russia, the development of a draft BREF is seen as
the main task of the TWG. This is why it is crucially important that knowledgeable
experts not just become members of the TWG but also express their willingness
to spend quite significant time on analysing questionnaires, developing draft
BREF chapters, responding to comments of other members of the TWG (acting
rather as observers and critics than as ‘writers’). Typically, industrial associations, sector research institutes or profile universities consider ‘candidate writers’ while submitting their proposals on the TWG memberships.
Fig. 11. BREFs, BAT conclusions and formal drafts at the website of EIPPCB

The Forum may address, inter alia:
1) issues raised in the TWG for which the split vview of the TWG member
concerned is not accurately reflected in the final draft text;

Draft BREFs are developed by chapters; normally each draft chapter has to
be discussed in the TWG concerned, improved based on recommendations
made, finalized and voted for. These steps are undertaken in the closed part
of the Russian BAT Bureau website, where the TWG members have access via
their electronic workplaces.

2) motivated proposals of Forum members to remove or modify a split
view expressed by their own TWG representative;
3) clarification of text;
44
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— Preface

Annex 5.
Energy eﬃciency

BAT

— Introduction

Technological
parameters (TPs)

A typical structure of a Russian sector-oriented BREF is set by the national
standard [14] and includes (see Fig. 12):

Chapter 5. BAT

— Chapter 1: General information about the sector concerned
— Chapter 2: Applied technological processes (techniques)
— Chapter 3: Current emission levels

Annex 4.
List of the TPs

Chapter 7. Prospective
C
technologies

— Scope

— References
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C
Chapter
6. Economic
aaspects

C
Chapter
3. Current
eemission levels

C
Chapter
2. Applied
ttechnological processes

As it can be seen, Russian BREFs contain special chapters entitled ‘Economic aspects of BAT implementation’ though all TWGs claim that it is very difficult to collect and analyse relevant information. Sometimes prices of widely
used ‘end-of-pipe’ equipment are discussed rather than costs of industries
implementing pollution prevention or/and techniques. In other cases, industrial associations and companies submit information on sums of money spent

SScope

Glossary of terms and abbreviations are often (but not necessarily) included
in BREFs. ‘Horizontal’ BREFs (REFs) differ from ‘vertical’ ones and can have
rather specific structures.

Chapter 1. General inforC
m
mation about the sector

— Annexes

Fig. 12 Typical structure of a Russian sector-oriented BREF

— Concluding remarks and recommendations

Annex 2.
List of the MSs

— Chapter 7: Prospective technologies (emerging techniques)

Annex 1.
OKVED / OKPD

— Chapter 6: Economic aspects of BAT implementation

Marker substances (MSs)

Chapter 4. BAT determination
C

— Chapter 5: Best Available Technologies (Techniques)

Annex 3.
List of the BATs

— Chapter 4: Determination of BAT (principles, approaches, candidate
BAT)
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on ‘environmental purposes’; then it is impossible to ‘extract’ data describing
specific technological or technical solutions. At the same time, monetisation
of the environmental hazards (external costs assessment) is made rarely, and
therefore information on the internal costs (if any) remains not to be compared
with externalities.
Annexes wise it is necessary to emphasise that there are the mandatory ones
including lists of BAT, technological parameters (BAT-AELs) and so called
‘marker parameters’ (both — in ‘vertical BREFs) and energy efficiency enhancement considerations. Marker parameters are discussed in detail below,
in the chapter devoted to principles of setting BAT-AELs,
When all chapters are agreed with the TWG members, the first draft is compiled and uploaded for the public discussion (Fig. 7, 10). The draft is kept on
the Russian BAT Bureau website for 30 days, and during this period, somewhat 50–60 comments of various companies (for example, those who had not
submitted their questionnaires or were not happy with their consideration), researchers, practitioners, and various inventors may be received by the Russian
BAT Bureau. To submit comments, stakeholders need to fill a special form encouraging them to address chapters (paragraphs) of a draft BREF and to propose improvements/corrections rather than to criticise the whole document.
The TWG members are requested to respond to public comments, and the
Russian BAT Bureau prepares a feedback document and posts it online.
The draft BREF is further improved (public comments are considered thoroughly, and useful ones are used to correct the draft BREF text). The final
draft produced is discussed at the final TWG meeting and submitted to TC
113 ‘Best Available Techniques’ for so called ‘expert check’ (or quality assurance) which has more a standardization than BAT related nature: TC 113 assesses the BREF’s compliance with the requirements set to its contents and
structure by national standards (first of all — [13, 14]), and prepares a written
opinion on these aspects.
As it is already mentioned, 51 BREFs (and REFs) had been drawn up in Russia in 2015–2017. The Russian BAT Bureau experts, members and secretaries
of TWGs had been developing their skills and approaches to collecting and
analysing data, drawing up draft BREFs and discussing them with stakeholders (including general public) and — most importantly — identifying BAT and
setting BAT-AELs.
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In 2017, the first suggestions to revise the Russian BREFs were made. In accordance with the Federal Law No 219-FZ [6], BREFs shall be periodically reviewed and updated, no later than ten years after the publication of the previous (so far — the first) version. Emerging suggestions do not deal with the
BAT evolution, but reflect the fact that some industries, associations and even
sectors have finally realised the importance of the information exchange and
strive running wider benchmarking procedures and improving substantiation
of BAT and BAT-AELs.
In general, the Russian BREF drawing up procedure is similar to the EU one,
though:
−— −it has definite standardization roots though reflects the EIPPCB experience;
— it is much more time restricted: drawing up a BREF takes 3–4 months
(often started before completing the information collection);
— draft BREFs are prepared rather by the most active members of the
Technical Working Groups (designated by industrial associations and
TWGs themselves) than by the BAT Bureau experts;
— draft BREFs are publicly discussed, and the TWGs are required to respond to each comment, being it professional or non-professional;
— there is an official document clearly setting responsibilities of the TWG
members [23], but guidelines for a BREF development could well be
formulated more explicitly (for instance, considering rules set by the
Commission Implementing Decision of 10 February 2012 [4]).
— responsibilities of TWG members, requirements to the structure and
contents of BREFs are officially set (in the EU — by a special Commission Decision, in Russia — by a series of national standards); the spectrum of standards gradually expands: new sector-oriented documents
covering requirements to the environmental self-monitoring, selection
of marker parameters, using BREFs for working-out applications for the
Integrated Environmental Permits, etc. are being developed.
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IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

The BAT conclusions can also contain, when considered useful for competent
authorities and operators, statements which indicate when certain techniques
are not BAT and thus have been deliberately excluded from the BAT conclusions due to factors such as poor or non-credible environmental performance,
lack of availability, economics, technical and/or economic considerations for
retrofitting, cross-media effects, or operational reliability. To illustrate this
point, a well-known example from BAT conclusions for the production of chloralkali can be given, “The mercury cell technique cannot be considered BAT
under any circumstances. The use of asbestos diaphragms is not BAT” [26].
BAT conclusions should also address:

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELS
European Union
‘BAT conclusions’ are defined in Article 3(12) of Directive 2010/75/EU [3] as
meaning ‘a document containing the parts of a BAT reference document laying down the conclusions on best available techniques, their description, information to assess their applicability, the emission levels associated with the
best available techniques, associated monitoring, associated consumption
levels and, where appropriate, relevant site remediation measures’.
It is important to emphasise that Guidance [4] clearly states that the list of
techniques described in the BAT conclusions are neither prescriptive, nor exhaustive. Sector specific definitions of ‘new installation/plant’ and ‘existing
installation/plant’ may also be included if necessary.
The BAT conclusions consist of a number of individual conclusions indicating which technique(s) or combination(s) of techniques is (are) Best Available
Techniques for achieving a particular environmental objective. Those techniques should have been mentioned in the chapter of the BREF entitled ‘Techniques to consider in the determination of BAT’.
Each individual BAT may be featured with or without an associated environmental performance level. The associated environmental performance level
may either be an emission level or another kind of performance level [4].
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— monitoring associated with BAT (frequency and methods of monitoring); this can be done either by including separate conclusions on
monitoring or as part of other conclusions such as where an environmental performance range is provided;
— other than normal operating conditions (such as start-up and shutdown operations, leaks, malfunctions, momentary stoppages and the
definitive cessation of operations) when these are considered of concern with respect to environmental protection [4].
The BAT conclusions are structured in such a way that several individual conclusions are grouped according to common features, e.g. environmental issues,
production process steps, or final product(s), as considered appropriate.
In the EU, the evaluation of techniques considered for the determination of
BAT is made by the EIPPCB based on responses to questionnaires, written
consultations and discussions held during TWG meetings. The following parties are involved in this process: Environmental and Economic Affairs administrations in the Member States, industry associations, operators, companies,
technique suppliers and experts from one of these categories. The evaluation
takes into account technical, environmental and economic aspects [27].
Criteria for determining Best Available Techniques are set by Annex III of IED [3]:
1) the use of low-waste technology;
2) the use of less hazardous substances;
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3) the furthering of recovery and recycling of substances generated and
used in the process and of waste, where appropriate;
4) comparable processes, facilities or methods of operation which have
been tried with success on an industrial scale;
5) technological advances and changes in scientific knowledge and understanding;
6) the nature, effects and volume of the emissions concerned;
7) the commissioning dates for new or existing installations;

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

raw material used in the production process. The criteria are written down in a
guidance document. Examples of these criteria are: the use of low-waste technology, the use of less hazardous substances, the furthering of recovery and
recycling of substances generated and used in the process and of waste, etc.

Environmental aspects and pollutants
There is a general list of environmental aspects and pollutants which is the
same for all sectors, but for each sector specific aspects or pollutants at (sub-)
process level are defined. This is one of the first stages of the Sevilla Process,
where Key Environmental Issues (KEI) for the sector in question are identified.

8) the length of time needed to introduce the best available technique;
9) the consumption and nature of raw materials (including water) used in
the process and energy efficiency;
10) the need to prevent or reduce to a minimum the overall impact of the
emissions on the environment and the risks to it;
11) the need to prevent accidents and to minimise the consequences for
the environment;
12) information published by public international organisations.

Economic aspects

Technical aspects

As part of the economic assessment of candidate BAT, the TWG evaluates
whether it would be economically viable for companies to invest in the techniques. A technique is considered economically viable when it is demonstrably operational at a scale which allows for widespread implementation in the
relevant industrial sector, taking into consideration the total financial costs
and environmental advantages. Cost-effectiveness is not a criterion within the
BREF procedure but is part of the criterion ‘economic viability’, which involves
a weighing of costs and environmental benefits.

The EIPPCB takes into account the sector technological/technical level, the
safety level, the quality of the production process or products as well as the
applicability. To judge the applicability of a ‘candidate BAT’, the EIPPCB considers if the technique is generally useable or only adapted to specific plants
or subsectors. Other important factors are the size, capacity or load from the
production lines in relation to the candidate BAT, in addition to the type of fuel or

The technique does not have to be used or produced in an EU MS, but it should
be reasonably accessible to the operator (i.e. not covered by a restrictive patent). No academic or theoretical approach to the assessment of economic
viability is defined under the Sevilla process. However, a technique is judged
economically viable when it is widely implemented in the EU, i.e. in 100–200
facilities, without associated government subsidies [27].

These criteria are thoroughly considered by the European IPPC Bureau while
assessing technical, environmental and economic aspects of candidate BAT.
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The primary tool for the assessment of positive and negative environmental
effects (cross-media) of the candidate BAT is the expert judgement [27, 28],
through the TWG. When necessary, this is done in combination with the methods described in the Reference Document on Economics and Cross-Media
Effects [22].
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The evaluation of affordability is not usually a criterion for BAT selection. Affordability is demonstrated empirically, i.e. a particular technique is considered affordable if it already is adopted in a given sector. However, care must
be taken to identify if financial support has been given to assist the adoption of
a technique, as this would preclude it from being generally affordable for the
sector as a whole [27].

Individual BAT conclusions with associated environmental performance levels
Environmental performance levels associated with BAT may include [4]:

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

‘Emission’ is defined as ‘the direct or indirect release of substances, vibrations, heat or noise from individual or diffuse sources in the installation into air,
water or land’ (Article 3(4) of IED [3]).
An individual BAT conclusion with BAT-associated emission levels (BAT-AELs)
will contain a numerical range of emission levels. The units, the reference conditions (e.g. flue-gas oxygen level, temperature, pressure) — if applicable —
and the averaging period (e.g. hourly/daily/weekly/monthly/yearly average)
must be unambiguously defined. If considered necessary, and if the data submitted allows for doing so, BAT-AELs may be expressed as short-term and
long-term averages. Information can be added to explain under what conditions the lower end of the BAT-AELs can be achieved or to reflect different
performances of different techniques [4].

−— emission levels,
— consumption levels,

For instance, BAT conclusions for iron and steel production contain the following description of BAT for secondary emissions with associated emission limit
values [29]:

— other levels (e.g. abatement efficiency).
Environmental performance levels associated with BAT are included where there
is a sound basis for doing so. This is done based on the information exchanged
by the TWG taking into account the quantity and quality of the plant-specific
data received during the information exchange. It is preferable to express the
environmental performance levels associated with BAT as ranges, rather than
as single values. A range may reflect the differences within a given type of installation (e.g. differences in the grade/purity and quality of the final product, differences in design, construction, size and capacity of the installation) that result
in variations in the environmental performances achieved when applying BAT.

Individual BAT conclusions with associated emission levels (BAT-AELs)
Article 3(13) of Directive 2010/75/EU [3] defines ‘emission levels associated
with the best available techniques’ as ‘the range of emission levels obtained
under normal operating conditions using a best available technique or a combination of best available techniques, expressed as an average over a given
period of time, under specified reference conditions’. Article 14(1)(f) of the
IED [3] indicates start-up and shutdown operations, leaks, malfunctions, momentary stoppages as examples of ‘other than normal operating conditions’.
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BAT for secondary emissions from sinter strand discharge, sinter crushing, cooling, screening and conveyor transfer points is to prevent dust
emissions and/or to achieve an efficient extraction and subsequently to
reduce dust emissions by using a combination of the following techniques:
i.

hooding and/or enclosure;

ii.

an electrostatic precipitator or a bag filter.

The BAT-associated emission level for dust is < 10 mg/m3 for the bag filter
and < 30 mg/m3 for the electrostatic precipitator, both determined as a
daily mean value.
BAT-AELs can be expressed in one or more ways depending on the information that is available [2]:
−— as concentrations (mass of pollutant released per volume of emission); this is generally the most common way of expressing emission
levels, but reference conditions and averaging periods are crucial for
their comparability.
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−— as specific loads (mass of pollutant released per mass of product
manufactured or mass of raw material used); in certain cases, specific loads are a better indicator of performance than concentrations,
for example where pollutant concentrations are increased as a result
of measures to reduce effluent volumes and to conserve energy, e.g.
closing water circuits; also in this case, averaging periods are crucial
for comparability.

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

BAT-AELs are set as the result of the information exchange and the expert
judgement. Each TWG is responsible for setting challenging but not exhaustive BAT and BAT-AELs. Since IED was passed in 2010 [3], experts have been
developing science-based approaches to setting BAT-AELs though none of
them seems to be accepted as a more or less ‘official’ methodology.

Split views
Individual BAT conclusions with associated environmental performance levels
other than emission levels
Environmental performance levels other than emission levels can be associated with certain BAT. Examples include consumption of material, water or energy, the generation of waste, abatement efficiency of pollutants and duration
of visible emissions [4].
BAT-associated consumption levels should preferably be expressed in consumption (e.g. of raw material, energy, water) per mass of product manufactured (e.g. in kg/t, MJ/t).
With regard to waste generation, BAT-associated environmental performance
levels should preferably be expressed in mass of waste generated per mass of
product manufactured (e.g. in kg/t of product). They may also be expressed
in other ways such as in mass of waste generated per mass of raw material
(e.g. in kg/t).

Individual BAT conclusions without BAT-associated environmental performance levels
Individual BAT conclusions without BAT-associated environmental performance levels, such as concerning monitoring, site remediation or environmental management systems, are included in each BREF and normally contain information on the BAT and on its applicability (for example, for new or
existent plants) [4].
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BAT as well as BAT-associated environmental performance levels are drafted by
the EIPPCB on the basis of information available at the time of distributing the
draft to the TWG for its final meeting. Such information may include any specific proposals for BAT or associated environmental performance levels received
from the TWG. TWG members are expected to provide sound technical, crossmedia and economic arguments as relevant to their case when they do not agree
with the draft BAT conclusions. Such arguments should be submitted initially as
comments to the formal draft BREF within the consultation period set [4].
If the TWG in the end reaches no consensus on an issue, the dissenting views
and their rationale will be reported in the ‘Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work’ section of the BREF only if both the following conditions are fulfilled:
1) the dissenting view is based on information already made available to
the EIPPCB at the time of drafting the conclusions on BAT for the BREF
or has been provided within the commenting period corresponding to
such a draft;
2) a valid rationale supporting the split view is provided by the TWG
member(s) concerned; the EIPPCB will consider a rationale to be
valid if it is supported by appropriate technical, cross-media or economic data or information relevant to the definition of BAT.
The Member States, environmental NGOs or industry associations that bring
or support the split view are explicitly named in the document.
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Russian Federation
In Russia, Best Available Techniques are identified in accordance with the Decree of the RF Government of 23 December 2014 (ed. of 28.12.2016) No 1458
[23] and with the Methodological recommendations approved by the Order of
the Ministry of Industry and Trade of 31 March 2015 No 665 [21].
The Order [21] describes in detail criteria for identifying BAT set in the legislation
[6]. These criteria include (see above): (1) minimum level of negative environmental impact; (2) economic efficiency; (3) application of resource and energy
efficient techniques; (4) implementation period; and (5) industrial implementation at two and more installations, located in the Russian Federation.
Deeper analysis of these criteria [21] allows to suggest that all principles set by
Annex III to IED [3] are reflected. In particular:
−— the minimum level of environmental impact covers ‘the use of less
hazardous substances consideration of the nature, effects and volume of the emissions; the need to prevent or reduce to a minimum the
overall environmental impact; and the need to prevent accidents and
to minimise the consequences for the environment’;
— the application of resource and energy efficient techniques covers
‘the use of low-waste technology and the consumption and nature
of raw materials (including water) used in the process and energy efficiency; and the furthering of recovery and recycling of substances
generated and used in the process and of waste’;
— implementation period covers ‘the commissioning dates for new or
existing installations; and the length of time needed to introduce the
best available technique’;
— industrial implementation at two and more installations covers ‘comparable processes, facilities or methods of operation which have been
tried with success on an industrial scale’.
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The Methodological recommendations [21] contain also paragraphs stating
that technological advances should be taken considered while identifying BAT;
it is suggested also to take into account information presented in the Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques (the EU BREFs), as well as
other relevant guidance documents.
Thus, technical, environmental and economic aspects are considered
while identifying BAT in the Russian Federation.

BAT and technological parameters
So far, in Russia, ‘BAT conclusions’ are not issued as separate documents. Still,
each ‘vertical’ BREF includes concise explanations of sector BAT (chapter 5 normally), as well as short BAT lists (the mandatory Annex V) and so called ‘technological parameters’ (the mandatory Annex G).
Article 1 of the Federal Law of 21 July 2014 No 219-FZ [6] gives the following
definition:
Technological parameters are parameters reflecting concentrations of
pollutants; volumes and (or) masses of emissions into the air, discharges into water bodies; formation of production and consumption wastes;
water consumption, energy use per unit of time or per unit of products
(good) manufactured, operations (works) handled, services provided.
As it can be seen, the term ‘technological parameter’ stands both for the
BAT-associated environmental performance level and for BAT-associated
emission level.
Technological parameters are normally associated with certain BAT. Examples
include consumption of materials, water or energy, the generation of waste,
etc. as suggested in [6] and [4]. Technological parameters reflecting consumption levels are expressed in consumption (e.g. of raw material, energy,
water) per mass of product manufactured (e.g. in kg/t, MJ/t). With regard to
waste generation, technological parameters are expressed in mass of waste
generated per mass of product manufactured (e.g. in kg/t of product).
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Since technological parameters are developed primarily for the Integrated
Environmental Permitting purposes, regulators are mostly concerned about
them serving as BAT-associated emission levels (‘the range of emission levels
obtained under normal operating conditions using a best available technique
or a combination of best available techniques, expressed as an average over a
given period of time, under specified reference conditions’ [4]).
In the RF permitting system, Emission Limit Values have to be expressed as
annual masses of emissions. This is why in many BREFs (e.g. for manufacture
of glass, ceramics, processing of ferrous metals, etc.) technological parameters are expressed as specific loads, which can be relatively easy converted
into annual Emission Limit Values. On the other hand, TWGs developed BREFs
for non-ferrous metals industries, production of cement, large combustion
plants, etc. preferred expressing technological parameters as concentrations
of pollutants in emissions of stack gases and discharges of wastewater.

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

It is expected that national BAT standards should be developed to support implementation of BAT in such sub-sectors; to elaborate such standards industrial
associations intend to run sector pilot projects aimed at assessing environmental performance levels (BAT-associated AELs first of all) as well as setting requirements to the environmental self-monitoring.
To illustrate the overall logic of setting technological parameters (BAT-AELs), we’ll
consider this procedure used by TWG 50 who drew up the gas processing BREF
[30]. In detail, this procedure is described in the article published in 2017 [31].

Step 1
For similar technologies (installations), sectoral emission or consumption levels were presented (see Fig. 13). All data were obtained from questionnaires
submitted by Russian gas refineries, and thereby presented emission and
consumption level can be regarded as benchmarking results.

BAT with associated environmental performance levels

Current level

Thus, in Russia, environmental performance levels associated with BAT may
include:

min

— emission levels (first of all — emissions of stack gases and discharges
of wastewater),
— consumption levels,

Interval of technological
parameters

max

Technological parameters
for the next version of BREF
Fig. 13. Key steps of setting the gas processing technological parameters [31]

— other levels (abatement efficiency in several BREFs).

Step 2
Environmental performance levels associated with BAT are included in BREFs
where there is sufficient information obtained by the TWG taking into account
the quantity and quality of the plant-specific data. The environmental performance levels associated with BAT are expressed as ranges.

Determining of the intervals for the technological parameters, the following
aspects were taken into account:
— installation commissioning dates;

For several BREFs drawn up back in 2015, the TWGs could not set emission
levels for some sub-sectors (as domestic glass or household ceramics). Energy
consumption levels were used instead providing a good basis for the future assessment of energy related emissions; abatement efficiency was set to reflect
techniques used to minimise emissions of dust.
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— foreseen development (including modernisation) plans;
— distribution of installations within the interval.
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Table 1 illustrates technological parameters suggested for gas condensate
stabilisation installations.

Table 1. Technological parameters determined for gas condensate stabilisation

Pollutants

BAT-AELs (technological
parameters), kg/t of production
(per year)

Nitrogen oxides (NOx calculated as NO2)

≤ 0.06

Carbon monoxide (CO)

≤ 0.2

Methane (CH4)

≤ 0.02

Hydrocarbons (С1–С5) excluding methane

≤ 0.02

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

≤ 0.001

In general, the interval indicators are ranged around on 7–10 % above minimum and less than maximum.
If most installations (over 70 %) in the interval lay closer to maximum level, the
interval of technological parameters is set as ≤ max.
It is important to note that during BREF 50 revision technological parameters
will likely become stricter. Thereby, continual improvement principle will manifest itself both at the level of organisations (installations) and at the sectoral
level. Thus, implementation of the technological improvement measures will
gradually lead to reducing consumption and emission levels and enhancing
environmental performance and energy efficiency of natural and associated
gas processing in Russia.

IDENTIFYING BAT AND SETTING BAT-AELs

It is necessary to emphasise that in the EU BAT practice marker parameters
are never discussed, substances listed in BREFs and BAT conclusions are
be called ‘key emissions characteristics’, ‘most significant emissions’ [32],
‘certain air pollutants’ [33], ‘main air-polluting substances’ [34], Key Environmental Issues [4], etc. In Russia, regulators and researchers discussing most
significant environmental issues and emissions of key pollutant, argue that it is
necessary to develop methodologies for selecting marker substances [6, 35].
It is likely that for the first time, marker substances appeared in Russian BAT-related documents in the Federal Law of 21 July 2014 No 219-FZ [6]. Article 67 of this
Law states:
While running environmental self-monitoring programmes, operators
shall ensure that measurements are conducted first of all for pollutants
characterising technological processes and peculiarities of production
processes (marker substances).
In Russia, the initial idea for introducing marker substances in BAT-associated
regulation was similar to selecting indicators in environmental chemistry and
trying to assess harmful impacts of industrial activities. It would be logical to
suppose that to select marker substances these should be chosen to describe
technological processes and used to set environmental performance requirements. It is nearly the case but medical nature of the term (‘marker’) turned
researchers to studying correlations between various pollutants emitted to the
environment. In BAT-related standards marker substance became determined
as ‘the most significant representative of a group of substances within which
a strong correlation relationship exists’ [13]. Such a correlation may exist (like
between nitrogen and carbon oxides in emissions of gas combustion plants)
and may not (like between nitrogen, sulphur and carbon oxides in emissions
of cement or glass plants). In other words, ‘marker substance’ (or marker)
term is borrowed from public health standards and regulations [36] and being both important and widely used in one area (for example, using genetic
epidemiology approaches to identify new environmental exposures) appeared
confusing in another (selecting most significant BAT parameters for setting
conditions of Integrated Environmental Permits).

BAT and marker substances
Technological parameters functioning as BAT-AELs are set for so-called
‘marker substances’ (‘marker parameters’), and it is assumed that these substances/parameters should be covered by environmental self-monitoring programmes of industrial installations [9].
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To harmonise views of BAT experts tending to be more public health oriented
and more concerned about technological aspects of BAT regulation, it is needed
to find a consensus between two groups of researchers (and two approaches)
and to suggest clear methodology for setting BAT-associated emission performance (limit) values.
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Two assumptions can be derived from the obligation [6] to monitor marker parameters, namely:
— marker substances are those typical, characteristic for technological
processes and significant for the environmental performance assessment;
— marker substances are those, compulsory to measure in emissions.
Moreover, developing requirements to continuous self-monitoring regulators
often mention marker substances as those to be included in the lists of continuous self-monitoring parameters.
The following definition of marker parameters is proposed [31, 37]
Marker parameters are individual or integral parameters (including substances), characteristic of applied technological processes, reflecting
peculiarities of these processes and significant for assessing production
environmental performance and resource efficiency. Marker parameters
have to be selected using clear criteria and justified for each Category I
(IED/IPPC-regulated) production process.
The third criterion forms a basis for selecting both individual substances and
integral (or surrogate) parameters, some of which can be used for setting BATassociated emission limit values (as Biological Oxygen Demand) while others
play a role of specific conditions (as pH, conductivity, temperature, etc.). Current uncertainties of environmental legislation in the Russian Federation allow
stakeholders to assume that a new and stringent requirement for continuously
monitoring marker parameters will be issued in 2018. Step-by-step selection
of characteristic, typical pollutants or surrogate parameters for setting technological parameters (BAT-AELs) and including them in the self-monitoring
programmes is shown on Fig. 14.
It is suggested that marker parameters have to be selected at the sector level
by guided expert judgement. Major criteria for this judgement include [37–39]:
— significance of marker substances/parameters for the technological process (processes) applied at Category I installation in question
(marker parameters have to be characteristic and if possible specific,
‘portrait’ for the technology);
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Marker parameters (3-5)

Availability of monitoring
(measurement) methods

Top 5 (10) pollutants

Adjusted masses (ﬂows)
of pollutants
List of priority pollutants
emitted to air and water
List of pollutants emitted
to air and water
Masses (ﬂows) of pollutants

Toxicity data (Maximum
Allowable Concentration)
List of pollutants regulated
by the national legislation
and international acts
Technology, Inputs,
Chemical reactions,
Physical process

Fig. 14. Step-by-step selection of significant (marker) parameters [37]

— high emissions of marker substances assessed in mass flows or in
‘adjusted mass’ flows (considering both quantity and toxicity expressed by environmental quality standards);
— measurability in terms of the environmental self-monitoring conditions and opportunities for providing reliable data quality.

Mandatory lists of technological parameters
Article 23 of the Federal Law No 219-FZ [6] states that “Technological parameters of Best Available Techniques shall be set by the regulatory document in the
field of environmental protection no later than six months after the publication or
revision of the Information and Technical Reference Documents on Best Available Technologies”.
It is expected that all technological parameters included in ‘vertical’ BREFs
developed and published in Russia in 2015–2017, will be officially approved
by a series of Orders of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of
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the Russian Federation in 2018. Then these parameters (BAT-AELs) will become mandatory for Category I industries. Each order will include tables with
qualitative parameters and short descriptions (names) of BAT implemented to
achieve set BAT-EALs.
Thus, sector-oriented technological parameters play the key role in the system
of BAT-based regulation in the Russian Federation. Since in Russia, permits set
requirements to maximum amounts of pollutants allowed to be emitted to atmosphere and / or water as well as to maximum amounts of waste, it is utmost
important to agree upon the principles of converting sector-based technological parameters to individual (installation-based) BAT-AELs (see fig. 15).
From the point of view of sector-based technological parameters, Russian
BREFs can be divided into two categories:
— BREFs containing sector-oriented technological parameters expressed
as specific values (kg of pollutants emitted per tonne of products2,1MJ
of energy generated, raw material(s) processed); operators can convert these parameters into annual emissions (emission limits — maximum annual emissions of pollutants — will be set in the Integrated Environmental Permits);
— BREFs containing sector-oriented technological parameters expressed
as concentrations of pollutants in stack gases or waste water3;2for industries which emit pollutants arising from several technological lines
through one stack (point) source and also have diffuse emissions, it may
be complicated to demonstrate the link between these concentrations
and annual emissions)
There are also BREFs in which both concentrations of pollutants and other environmental performance indicators (such as consumption of raw materials and
energy) are listed. Finally, there are reference documents in which for some subsectors, no other technological parameters than the efficiency of dust emission
abatement are given.
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Fig. 15. Interrelatedness of the sector-oriented technological parameters and BAT-AELs of
individual installations (proposed by Oleg Kadyrov at V All-Russia Environmental Congress,
December 2017)
Note
As it is mentioned above, technological parameters may reflect concentrations of pollutants, volumes and/or masses of emissions into the air, discharges into water bodies;
formation of production and consumption wastes; water consumption, energy use per unit
of time or per unit of products (good) manufactured, services provided, etc.
Thus, to demonstrate the interrelatedness between the sector-oriented technological
parameters of various types and the individual (installation-based) BAT-AELs, the
following legend is used:
С — concentration (Cv — volume concentration or Cm — mass concentration);
V — volume;
М — mass;
t — time;
q — units, in which production capacity is measured (tonnes, GJ, m3 of waste water
treated, etc.)
G — annual volume or mass of emission (reported),
Vspec and Mspec — emission factors (specific volume or mass of emission, per unit of
product);
W — production capacity (tonnes, GJ, m3 of waste water treated, etc.)

For example, technological parameters are set as specific values for the manufacture of glass,
ceramics, for metal processing, etc.
For example, technological parameters are set as concentrations for the production of cement,
copper, for pulp and paper industry, etc.

2

3
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Approaches to developing the necessary rationale and calculating individual
BAT-AELs for Category I industries (installations) have not been officially approved; it is expected that Orders by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment will be issued by the end of 2018. In any case, to link sector-based
technological parameters and BAT-AELs, it is important to specify conditions
under which measurements of flows and concentrations are made. Certain indications can be found in the European BATC for the production of cement and
glass [33, 34].
In Russia, the procedure of granting Integrated Environmental Permits has to
be approved and passed by the Government Decree before the end of 2018.
Discussing and testing the draft Guidelines on IEPs, Russian stakeholders emphasised, that applications contain much information on the conformity of technological processes and environmental techniques with sector BAT [40]. Moreover, IEP conditions are set on the basis of sector technological parameters, and
operators have to provide the necessary reasoning on achieving emission levels
by means of BAT and — when necessary — undertaking additional measures.
This technical information needs to be thoroughly considered, and to do that one
should have a strong technical background.
It is assumed that IEPs will be granted by the regional units of the Federal Supervisory Natural Resources Management Service (or Rosprirodnadzor) acting
under the authority of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. To
provide for the professional and unbiased assessment of IEP applications and
render support of the national environmental authorities, it is suggested forming
a special body managed by the Russian BAT Bureau, namely the Society of BAT
Experts. Chartered BAT experts will represent knowledgeable, experienced,
competent and committed BAT professionals. Leading teams and departments,
advising governments and working as hands-on practitioners, they will use their
specialist knowledge and broader technological, technical and environmental
engineering understanding to apply sustainable thinking throughout their daily
working life. But most importantly, members of this Society will be called to assess IEP applications of Category I industries in sectors where they are most
experienced and can provide their professional advice [40].
In various regions of the Russian Federation, the number of IPPC installations varies a lot, and the sectoral pattern can be rather complicated. At the beginning, the
environmental reform will address 300 installations emitting around 60 % of pollutants to air, water and land; they will be obliged to obtain the IEPs in 2019–2022 [6].
These installations belong to such sectors as the exploration of oil and natural
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gas, ore mining, pulp and paper manufacturing, production of fertilizers, energy
generation, municipal wastewater treatment. It is planned that these 300 pilot
installations will be granted IEPs at the federal level, namely by the Central Office
of Rosprirodnadzor.
Till the end of 2024, over 8,000 installations undertaking the industrial activities described as Category I are required to begin operating in accordance
with Integrated Environmental Permits. Both environmental managers and officers of environmental authorities in all Russian regions need to be trained in
BAT and IEPs [41]. The training programme is gradually developed in accordance with the principle of continual improvement. Russian BREFs along with
the BAT-based legislation form the core of the programme. Collaborating with
colleagues focusing their attention of other sectors and regions, we have to
provide for better understanding and for the preparedness of Russian stakeholders to work under the conditions of the new BAT-based environmental
regulation system

Split views
Descriptions of BAT as well as technological parameters are drafted by the
TWG on the basis of information available from both filled questionnaires and
other sources (such as case-studies provided by the TWG members and other
stakeholders). Relevant information of the EU BREFs and BAT conclusions is
also considered, especially when national data are insufficient.
In several cases, the TWG members presenting different associations or industries criticise draft BAT descriptions and technological parameters. It is supposed then that they should provide sound technical, cross-media and economic arguments.
So far, the Russian BAT Bureau managed to help the TWGs to reach consensus
and to agree upon final lists of BAT, marker substances and technological parameters, though difficulties are anyway reflected in ‘Concluding remarks and
recommendations for future work’ sections.
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Thus, while BAT conclusions are issued in the EU as official documents (Commission Implementing Decisions) for the ‘new generation’ of BREFs, in Russia
BAT conclusions form integral parts of Reference Documents. Still, it is expected that the technological parameters for all Category I (IPPC/IED) activities will
soon be approved by the RF Government, and a special Decree or Order will be
issued in 2018.
Both in the EU and RF, BAT Conclusions / BAT chapters lay down the conclusions on BAT, their description, information to assess their applicability, and —
when appropriate — the emission levels / technological parameters associated
with BAT. Associated consumption levels are often specified in Russian BREFs,
while self-monitoring and relevant site remediation measures are mentioned
quite rarely.
As it was already mentioned, in Russia, several TWGs have already suggested
starting reviewing BREFs much earlier than after 10 years after their publication (as it is stated in the legislation [6]). At the same time, it is recommended
developing a series of BAT related national standards (1) containing the sector
guidance on the related ‘vertical’ BREF use, (2) setting the sector related selfmonitoring requirements, and (3) substantiating technological parameters not
covered by the ‘vertical’ BREF.

ADOPTION AND PUBLICATION
OF BAT CONCLUSIONS / BREF
European Union
As it is already mentioned, in accordance with the comments received from the
TWG members at the final meeting, the EIPPCB within approximately 4 months
prepares the final draft and submits it for a short commenting period to the
TWG. The TWG members should focus their attention on the changes made as
a result of the final meeting's conclusions. The EIPPCB ensures that feedback
is given to the TWG on how these comments have been taken into account.
At this stage, the TWG work on drawing up of a BREF ends, and the validation
of the Final draft and BAT conclusions by the Member States and the European Commission begins.
The updated final draft of the BREF is sent to the Forum established under Article 13 of IED [3], which is asked to provide its formal opinion on the document.
The Commission shall make the opinion of the Forum on the proposed content
of the BREF publicly available and will take it into account for the procedures
for the adoption of decisions on the BAT conclusions and in the final published
BREF.
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The draft decision on the BAT conclusions is submitted by the Commission to
the Committee established by Article 75(1) of IED [3] for delivering its opinion in
accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 75(2) of the same Directive.
After the adoption of the decision on the BAT conclusions, the European IPPC
Bureau modifies, if necessary, the BREF according to the adopted decision on
the BAT conclusions and, without delay, makes the English version of the final
BREF publicly available. The decisions on the BAT conclusions are published
in the Official Journal of the European Union in the official languages of the
Union.
The IED [3] enhances the status of BREFs: BAT conclusions contained in
BREFs have become the reference for setting permit conditions rather than
one factor amongst others. There is a clear link between the formal adoption
of BAT conclusions through comitology and their enhanced status.

Russian Federation

and Metrology (Rosstandart) who issues official orders approving the Information and Technical Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques.
Adopted BREFs are issued officially as the Russian Federation standardization
documents through publishing them on the information portal of the Russian
BAT Bureau and on the official website of Rosstandart.

Adoption of sector-based technological parameters in the Russian Federation
In accordance with Russian environmental legislation (Federal Law No. 219-FZ,
art. 23 [6]), BAT-AELs should be calculated by legal entities and individual entrepreneurs engaged in economic and (or) other activities on Category I installations. At the same time, the BAT-AELs should be based on technological
parameters that do not exceed BAT-related figures in corresponding Russian
BREFs. Finally, BAT-AELs calculated for the installation must be the integral
part of the Integrated Environmental Permit issued in accordance with an Article 31 of Federal Law No 219-FZ [6]).

The approval (adoption) procedure for the final drafts of the Russian BREFs
differs from that in the EU.

In accordance with Article 29 of Federal Law No 219-FZ [6], sector-oriented
BAT-related technological parameters should be adopted and published no
later than six months after the publication or update of Russian BREFs.

First of all, Russian BREFs are publicly discussed, and the final drafts prepared
reflect results of such discussions.

Thus far:

In addition, government authorities concerned may express their opinions. For
example, the Ministry of Energy considers the mandatory Annex D entitled ‘Energy efficiency’ and may put forward recommendations for its improvement.
Second of all, the quality assurance (the expert check) is run by TC 113 in
order to make sure that the final draft meets all requirements of the relevant
standardization documents setting requests to the Information and Technical
Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques as the documents of the
national standardization system. The Russian BAT Bureau is responsible for
the final editing of the draft BAT (if necessary).
Third of all, the Russian BAT Bureau submits the Final draft to the national
standardization body, and it is the Federal Agency for Technical Regulating
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— 39 sector-oriented Russian BREFs containing technological parameters for relevant BAT implementation areas have been developed,
approved accordingly and formally issued; the last one was approved
and published on December 22, 2017;
— The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation decided to adopt the technological parameters with separate
order for each BAT implementation area; draft orders are under preparation and, in some cases, discussion with the regulated community;
— the orders are expected to be issued before the end of the third quarter
of 2018.
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The process of preparing the first orders and approving the BAT-related technological parameters shows the following:
— industrial associations and enterprises review draft orders carefully
and find out positions not thoroughly considered previously (for example, the presence of wording and indicators that require clarification in the mandatory Annexes to BREFs);
— in some cases, the responsible authority has to harmonize BAT-related technological parameters with other lists of governmentally regulated pollutants;
— some industrial associations suggest (1) to start BREF updating process immediately and (2) to undertake pilot projects on ‘beta-testing’
IEP application form to be filled, calculation principles and methods
for installation technological parameters based on sectoral technological indicators, organisational procedure for receiving the IEP for
certain installation.
Close attention of stakeholders to these draft orders means that operators
have become more aware about new regulatory approach to environmental
protection and consequences for non-compliance with the IEP requirements.
Nevertheless, further skill development of industrial practitioners in BAT area
is an urgent task still. The solution to this issue being developed now by Russian BAT Bureau experts.
In 2019, Russia will begin to issue the first IEP. Experts and practitioners discuss how to use Russian BREFs for the development and assessment of
IEP applications, how to substantiate BAT-AELs for particular installations
(for Category I enterprises) what other conditions for issuing IEP should be
considered. In the near future, it is necessary to develop guidelines, recommendations, national standards not only for regulators but for regulated community too. Several TWGs are discussing the drafts of such documents with
practitioners already.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION
The Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques (BREFs) in the EU
and the Russian Federation (where they are called Information and Technical
Reference Documents on Best Available Techniques) are technical documents
presenting factual technical, environmental and economic information, reflecting the outcomes of the information exchange under requirements of the EU
Industrial Emissions Directive and the RF legislation in the field of environmental
protection and standardization.
BREFs are information guides that can be used by industry practitioners on certain enterprise to assess its technological processes and technical solutions applied and compare them with BAT. BREFs are fundamentally different from all
sorts of catalogues, registers or equipment lists. The BREFs are the result of industrial environmental performance and resource efficiency comparative analysis (by industry), they contain BAT-related technical solutions and describe approaches used during the technology comparison process.
The main actors of the two BREF development processes are rather similar, and
in both cases the role of the European IPPC and the Russian BAT Bureaus is to
coordinate the information exchange and to ensure that information is collected
and processed according to the guidance documents in order to draw up (or
in the EU — to review) the BREFs. For each BREF, the scientific staff of the European IPPC Bureau and researchers working at/with the Russian BAT Bureau
lead the work of sector-oriented or inter-sectoral TWGs.
The drawing up and reviewing procedures in general follow the same logic: the
BREFs are developed by the TWGs, which meet for 2–3 plenary meetings and
most of the time work online/offline submitting information and draft parts of the
BREFs to the EIPPC and the Russian BAT Bureau, respectively. Special online
information platforms function both in the EU (BATIS) and in the RF (the Russian
BAT Bureau information platform or portal).
In the EU, the TWGs consist of technical experts representing EU Member States,
industrial associations, environmental NGOs and services of the Commission. The
experts for each TWG are nominated by the representatives in the Forum established under Article 13 of IED an expert group convened and chaired by the Commission and consisting of representatives of Member States, the industries concerned and non-governmental organisations promoting environmental protection.
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In Russia, TWGs consist both of technical experts and representatives of government authorities, universities, research bodies, etc. Almost any interested party
can nominate the TWG member which sometimes causes difficulties in managing TWGs, receiving relevant information and reaching consensus.
In the EU, the TWGs can form so called ‘shadow’ groups of experts, competent
authorities, operators or groups of operators, national groups to gain more experience to be shared with the rest of the TWG and the EIPPCB. It is often the
case in Russia too, though not specified in the official documents. Still, minutes
of the TWGs meetings reflect contributions of such ‘shadow’ groups of experts if
they are involved in the information exchange process.
Questionnaires play an important role in the information exchange both in the
Sevilla and in the Russian procedures. Questionnaires are prepared by the members of the TWGs and sent out for being filled. In the EU, questionnaires are ‘tutored’ by the members of the TWGs, which happens seldom in Russia.
In the RF, a questionnaire is disseminated by the Russian BAT Bureau, filled by
the operators, sent back to the Russian BAT Bureau and anonymised there. For
drawing up a BREF, the TWG members receive data normally prepared for them
by the BAT Bureau, namely sector (rather than installation) specific consumption
and emission levels, diagrams, tables, etc. At the installation level, there may
be certain difficulties in gaining information caused by the time constrains and
by the fact that some operators are reluctant to provide the necessary data or
simply do not realise the importance of the detailed and correct environmental
performance information.
In general, the Russian BREF drawing up procedure is similar to the EU one,
though (1) it has definite standardization roots (like draft BREFs have to be voted
for) though reflects the EIPPCB experience; (2) it is much more time restricted:
drawing up a BREF takes 3–4 months (often started before completing information collection); (3) draft BREFs are prepared rather by the most active members of the Technical Working Groups (designated by industrial associations and
TWGs themselves) than by the Russian BAT Bureau experts; (4) draft BREFs are
publicly discussed, and the TWGs are required to respond to each comment, being it professional or non-professional: (5) there is an official document clearly
setting responsibilities of the TWG members, but guidelines for a BREF development could well be formulated more explicitly (for instance, considering rules set
by the Commission Implementing Decision of 10 February 2012).
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CONCLUSION

The Russian BREFs are very similar to the EU ones both by their structure, contents, and criteria for selecting BAT and BAT-associated emission levels. Both in
the EU and in the RF, chapters containing descriptions of BAT and BAT-AELs are
the crucial elements of BREFs; in addition, BAT conclusions are published in the
EU as Commission Implementing Decisions. Russian sector-specific BAT-AELs
are adopted by the Orders of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
of the Russian Federation.
Though various approaches to setting BAT-AELs have been described by in European and Russian publications, the expert judgement remains the key principle of setting quantitative requirements to BAT-associated emission levels. To
optimise the number of pollutants regulated and to attract attention to the most
substantial ones, a concept of ‘marker parameters’ has been developed and
used for drawing up BREFs and setting BAT-AELs in Russia. Marker parameters
are individual or integral parameters (including substances), characteristic of
applied technological processes, reflecting peculiarities of these processes and
significant for assessing production environmental performance and resource
efficiency. They are selected using clear criteria and justified for each BREF/
IPPC-regulated production process.
In the RF, BAT-associated environmental performance levels are called technological parameters. They cover both emission and consumption levels though
BAT-AELs are supposed to be used for the Integrated Environmental Permitting purposes. It is expected that technological parameters (BAT-AELs) for all
industry sectors regulated by the Federal Law No 219-FZ will be approved by the
special regulatory document of the Russian Federation Government.
In 2015–2017, in the Russian Federation 51 BREFs had been drawn up covering both sectors for which the EU BREFs are available, and other ones, characteristic of the Russian economy. Such BREFs as those for oil and gas exploration and extraction, coal and metal ores exploration and extraction, municipal
wastewater treatment, etc. The Russian BAT Bureau considered thoroughly the
experience and procedures of the European IPPC Bureau but learnt a number
of national lessons to be shared with the international stakeholders. In Russia, it
is far too early to discuss BREFs reviewing procedures, but it is well understood
that the development of BREFs is a continuing process, due to the dynamic nature of BAT and due to the challenges of the environmental challenges faced by
the modern society.
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Decree RF Government No 1458 23.12.2014

Order Rosstandart No 1484 30.11.2015

Decree RF Government No 1458 23.12.2014
Order Rosstandart No 1080 12.08.2016

GOST R 56828.13-2016
GOST R 56828.14-2016
GOST R 56828.15-2016

219-FZ, art. 28.1
Order Minpromtorg No 1233 18.04.2017
Order Minpromtorg No 1233 18.04.2017
Order Minpromtorg No 1234 18.04.2017
Decree RF Government No 1458 23.12.2014
Order Minpromtorg No 665 31.03.2015

BREF adoption

BREF publication
Publication:
BREF / BAT Conclusions

Final draft
Opinion of the Forum art.13
(BREF content)
Adoption of the BAT Conclusions

BREF public discussion and expert
check (TC 113)
Final BREF draft elaboration
TWG final meeting

Draft BREF development

Selection of marker parameters
Setting technological parameters
Draft BREF development
TWG comments

Identifying BAT

TWG kick-off meeting
Data collection

Setting up TWG
TWG (re)activation (call for ‘wishes’)

TWG kick-off meeting
Data collection

219-FZ

EU
Directive
Main legislative act:
2010/75/EU

BREF development and adoption procedures
EU
RF

COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF REGULATORY LEGAL ACTS
IN EUROPEAN UNION AND RUSSIA FEDERATION

SUMMARY LIST OF THE REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
DEVELOPED IN EUROPEAN UNION
AND RUSSIAN FEDERATION

COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION
2012/119/EU

Annex I

Laws and regulations
RF

Annex II

Russian4 ITS/BREF equivalent(s)
where applicable

Vertical /
horizontal

No

BREF/REF name

1.

2007
ITS 4-2015 ‘Ceramic goods manufacturing’
Ceramic Manufacturing Industry

V

2.

2016
Common Waste Water and Waste
ITS 47-2017 ‘Waste water and waste gas
Gas Treatment / Management
treatment systems in the chemical industry’
Systems in the Chemical Sector
+ BATC

H

3.

Drawing up started
Common Waste Gas Treatment
in the Chemical Sector

-

-

4.

2006
Emissions from storage

ITS 46-2017 ‘Reducing emissions (waste
gas) and effluents (waste water) of pollutants
resulting from storage of goods’

H

5.

2009
Energy Efficiency

ITS 48-2017 ‘Enhancing energy efficiency of
economic and/or other activities’

H

6.

2001
Ferrous Metals Processing
Industry

ITS 27-2017 ‘Manufacture of ferrous metals
processing products’

V

ITS 44-2017 ‘Manufacture of food products’

V

7.

2006
Food, Drink and Milk Industries

ITS 45-2017 ‘Manufacture of beverages,
milk and dairy products’

V

8.

2001
Industrial Cooling Systems

ITS 20-2016 ‘Industrial cooling systems’

H

2017
Intensive Rearing of Poultry and
Pigs + BATC

ITS 41-2017 ‘Intensive rearing of pigs’

V

9.

ITS 42-2017 ‘Intensive rearing of poultry’

V

In Russian, the abbreviation ITS stands the for Information and Technical Reference Document
(Russian BREF).
4
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No

BREF/REF name

Russian4 ITS/BREF equivalent(s)
where applicable

BREF/REF name

18.

2013
Covered by ITS 34-2017 ‘Production of other
Production of Chlor-alkali + BATC basic inorganic chemicals’

Vertical /
horizontal

2017
11. Large Combustion Plants
+ BATC

ITS 38-2017 ‘Burning fuel at large
combustion plants for energy generation
purposes’5

V

2007
Large Volume Inorganic Chemi12.
cals — Ammonia, Acids and
Fertilisers

ITS 2-2015 ‘Production of ammonia,
fertilisers and inorganic acids’

V

2014
21. Production of Pulp, Paper and
Board + BATC

V

22.

2007
Production of Speciality Inorganic Chemicals

23.

2014
Refining of Mineral Oil and Gas
+ BATC

24.

2005
Slaughterhouses and Animals
By-products Industries

25.

2005
Smitheries and Foundries Industry

-

26.

2006
Surface Treatment Of Metals
and Plastics

ITS 36-2017 ‘Surface treatment of metals
and plastics using electrolytic or chemical
processes’

H

27.

2007
Surface Treatment Using
ITS 35-2017 ‘Surface treatment of goods
Organic Solvents (including
and products using organic solvents’
Wood and Wood Products Preservation with Chemicals)

H

28.

2013
Tanning of Hides and Skins
+ BATC

V

2012
Manufacture of Glass + BATC

2006
15. Manufacture of Organic Fine
Chemicals

2016
16. Non-ferrous Metals Industries
+ BATC

ITS 5-2015 ‘Manufacture of glass’

Available in English.
Available in English.

V

ITS 18-2016 ‘Production of main (large
volume) organic chemical substances’

V

2007
Production of Polymers

ITS 32-2017 ‘Production of polymers,
including biodegradable ones’

V

ITS 1-2015 ‘Production of cellulose, pulp,
paper and board’7

V

ITS 33-2017 ‘Production of specialty
inorganic chemicals’

V

ITS 30-2017 ‘Refining of (mineral) oil’

V

ITS 50-2017 ‘Refining of natural and
associated gas’

V

ITS 43-2017 ‘Slaughterhouses (meet-processing plants and combined slaughterhouses, refrigeration, and storing of meat plants)
and animals by-products industries’

V

V
V

ITS 3-2015 ‘Copper production’

V

ITS 11-2016 ‘Aluminium production’6

V

ITS 12-2016 ‘Production of nickel and cobalt’

V

ITS 13-2016 ‘Production of lead, zink and
cadmium’

V

ITS 14-2016 ‘Precious metals production’

V

ITS 24-2017 ‘Production of rare and rare
earth metals’

V
V
V
V

7

-

2017
19. Production of Large Volume
Organic Chemicals + BATC
20.

ITS 31-2017 ‘Manufacture of fine chemical
synthesis products’

ITS 6-2015 ‘Production of cement’
2013
ITS 7-2015 ‘Production of lime’
17. Production of Cement, Lime and
ITS 21-2016 ‘Production of magnesium oxide,
Magnesium Oxide + BATC
magnesium hydroxide, magnesium chloride’

86

Russian4 ITS/BREF equivalent(s)
where applicable

No

ITS 26-2017 ‘Production of iron, steel and
ferro-alloys’

14.

6

Vertical /
horizontal

2012
10. Iron and Steel Production
+ BATC

2007
ITS 19-2016 ‘Production of solids and other
13. Large Volume Inorganic Chemiinorganic chemical substances’
cals — Solids and Others Industry

5

ANNEX II

ITS 40-2017 ‘Tanning, dyeing and currying
of hides and skins’

Available in English.
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ANNEX II

No

BREF/REF name

Russian4 ITS/BREF equivalent(s)
where applicable

29.

2003
Textiles Industry

ITS 39-2017 ‘Textiles industry (washing,
bleaching, mercerizing, dyeing of textile
fibres; bleaching, dyeing of textile products’

V

30.

2006
Waste Incineration

ITS 9-2015 ‘Detoxification of waste by
means of thermal processes (waste
incineration)’8

V

ITS 15-2016 ‘Utilisation (recycling,
treatment) and detoxification of waste (by
means other than thermal processes /
incineration)’

H

ITS 17-2016 ‘Disposal of production and
consumption (municipal) waste’

H

31.

2006
Waste Treatment

Vertical /
horizontal

32.

2015
Wood-based Panels Production
+ BATC

-

-

33.

2006
Economics and Cross-media
Effects

-

-

34.

2018
Monitoring of emissions from
IED-installations

ITS 22.1-2016 ‘General principles of industrial
production, environmental control (monitoring) and its metrological assurance (support)’

H

-

ITS 8-2015 ‘Waste water treatment at
larger industries (manufacturing products,
implementing works and rendering services)’

H

-

ITS 22-2016 ‘Waste gas treatment (removing
emissions of harmful substances at larger
industries (manufacturing products,
implementing works and rendering services))’

H

ITS 10-2015 ‘Waste water treatment at
centralised systems of waste water treatment
of settlements and cities’9

V

35.

36.

37.

-

88

Partially available in English.

Vertical /
horizontal

BREF/REF name

38.

The BREF for Management
of Tailings and Waste-Rock in
Mining Activities (MTWR) was
developed (2009) following the
Communication from the Euro- ITS 16-2016 ‘Mining industry, general
pean Commission COM (2000) processes and methods’10
664 on the ‘Safe Operation of
Mining Activities’ and is not a
part of the information exchange
under the IED/IPPC Directive.

39.

-

ITS 23-2017 ‘Mining and processing of
nonferrous metals ores’

V

40.

-

ITS 25-2017 ‘Mining and processing of
ferrous metals ores’

V

41.

The BREF for Hydrocarbons
ITS 28-2017 ‘Extraction of (mineral) oil’
exploration and extraction is developed following the Communications from the European Commission on European energy
security strategy (COM (2014)
330 final) and on the exploration
and production of Hydrocarbons ITS 29-2017 ‘Extraction (production) of
natural gas’
(such as shale gas) using high
volume hydraulic fracturing in
the EU (COM (2014) 23 final/2).
The HC BREF is not a part of the
information exchange under the
IED/IPPC Directive.

V

43.

-

ITS 37-2017 ‘Coal mining and processing’

V

44.

-

ITS 49-2017 ‘Precious metals mining’

V

45.

-

ITS 34-2017 ‘Production of other basic
inorganic chemicals’

V

42.

9
8

Russian4 ITS/BREF equivalent(s)
where applicable

No

10

H

V

Available in English.
  Available in English.
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